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This dissertation considers code timing estimation for asynchronous direct-sequence

code-division multiple-access communication systems operating over additive white

Gaussian noise and flat-fading channels. Unfortunately, this type of parameter esti¬

mation is difficult in the presence of multiple system users, and traditional methods

are known to be sensitive to the near-far problem. The near-far problem is a con¬

dition which occurs when the received signal amplitudes of the the multiple system

users are very dissimilar.

A well-known receiver, referred to in the literature as the minimum mean-squared

error (MMSE) receiver, is used to form an estimate of the code timing for a single-
user. The MMSE receiver has several desirable properties. The MMSE receiver

is the optimal receiver for a single-user operating in an additive white Gaussian

noise channel, but is sub-optimal in a multi-user scenario. However, the MMSE



receiver has been observed to be resistant to the near-far problem. Traditionally,

the MMSE receiver is implemented using an adaptive filter and can, therefore, learn

and adapt to the ambient channel conditions. It will be shown, that with very little

side information, it is feasible to form an estimate of a single-user’s timing offset by

processing the weights of the adaptive filter. The performance of the proposed timing

estimation algorithm has been studied under several different scenarios, and has been

observed to be resistant to the near-far problem. The complexity of the proposed

timing algorithm is similar to conventional single-user estimation methods, and is

shown to be of lower complexity than other proposed timing estimation algorithms.

Others have studied the performance of the MMSE receiver in a flat-fading chan¬

nel. It has been found that the MMSE receiver must be modified such that the

received signal is compensated to offset the dynamic phase changes induced by the

channel. In certain environments, this compensation algorithm is shown to degrade

the performance of the timing estimation algorithm. A modification to the operation

of the receiver is proposed to offset some of this performance degradation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to Spread-Spectrum Techniques

In 1941, actress Hedy Lamarr and composer George Antheil filed for a patent

on a “Secret Communication System” [1]. Their device operated on the idea of fre¬

quently changing the carrier frequency of a radio signal. If the carrier frequency was

updated fast enough, and in an apparently random fashion, an adversary would have

difficulty maintaining contact with the transmitting radio. This means that an ad¬

versary would only be able to receive a small portion of a message, whether it was

sent coded or uncoded. And, therefore, it is much more difficult for an adversary
to discern the intent or contents of the transmitted message. Of course, this means

that the intended receiver has to dynamically synchronize its carrier frequency with
that of the transmitter. Lamarr and Antheil used paper rolls, similar to those found

in player pianos, as their synchronization method. Hole placement on the roll would

determine the carrier frequency used, and an exact duplicate of the roll used by the
transmitter was given to the intended receiver prior the “secret” communication.

Lamarr and Antheil gave their invention, and the rights to the patent, to the United

States government. Since this development occurred during World War II, this tech¬

nique initially received a lot of attention. However, the U.S. government deemed the

mechanics of the synchronization method too complex for wide-scale military use.

The technique developed by Lamarr and Antheil, which is now known as frequency-
hopped spread-spectrum (FH-SS), is explained in the following few sentences. Let B

represent the bandwidth required to transmit the message signal, using a traditional
radio with a fixed carrier frequency. If we now let the carrier frequency hop through
N discrete carrier frequencies, each separated by B Hz, then the bandwidth of the

1
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transmitted signal becomes NB. Therefore, the bandwidth of the transmitted sig¬

nal using frequency-hopping has been spread to a wider bandwidth than what is

required to transmit the message signal. However, until the advent of the integrated

circuit, the problem of implementing a synchronization method limited the use of

such systems.

The dual of FH-SS is known as direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS). In DS-

SS, a digital signal is modulated by a digital spreading-sequence prior to transmission.

Consider a binary sequence of ±1 data where each data bit has duration T),. If this

data sequence is used to amplitude or phase modulate a carrier signal, the power

spectral density (PSD) of the transmitted signal will have a null-to-null bandwidth of

2/7), Hz. A spreading sequence is comprised of a pseudo-random sequence of ±1 chips
where each chip has duration Tc, and it is assumed that T¡¡ = NTC. By multiplying
the data sequence by the spreading sequence prior to transmission, the PSD of the

transmitted signal now has a null-to-null bandwidth of 2/Tc which is N times greater

than the corresponding bandwidth of the original unspread data sequence. The total

transmitted power in the unspread and the DS-SS signals is assumed to be equal,
since multiplication by ±1 doesn’t affect the transmitted power. This means that the

PSD for the DS-SS signal will have a much lower amplitude than the PSD for the

unspread signal as shown in Figure 1.1.

In the previous paragraph, we referred to the spreading sequence as being pseudo¬
random. Ideally the chips of the spreading sequence would be randomly generated,
with +1 occurring with the same probability as -1. However, just as the intended re¬

ceiver in a FH-SS system requires knowledge (and synchronization) of the frequency
hopping algorithm, the intended receiver in a DS-SS system must have knowledge
(and synchronization) of the spreading sequence. Therefore, some deterministic

method must be used to generate a spreading sequence. A pseudo-random sequence

can be generated with a linear-feedback shift-register (LFSR), which is just a bank of
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Figure 1.1: Power spectral densities of the unspread data sequence and the direct-
sequence spread-spectrum signals.

flip-flops interconnected with the appropriate feedback. Using an LFSR to generate

the spreading sequence, the transmitter and receiver must have common knowledge
of the length of the LFSR, the feedback connections, and the initial state of the LFSR

prior to transmission. With the appropriate feedback, —1 will occur with a proba¬

bility slightly higher than +1. In addition the sequence will be periodic. However, if

the period is sufficiently long, over a short observation interval the occurrence of +1

and —1 will appear random.

The goals of a covert communication system are to communicate privately with
an asset and to communicate reliably under adverse conditions, possibly caused by
an adversary. Over the last several decades, spread-spectrum systems have received

considerable attention for their use as covert communication systems. The attention

is due to three properties of spread-spectrum systems some of which are hinted at

in Figure 1.1. The first property of interest is the resistance to intentional jamming.
One way for an adversary to disrupt a communication system is to broadcast at a

high power level in the same frequency band. Due to the increased bandwidth utilized
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in a spread-spectrum system, a jammer then only achieves partial band jamming or

has to spread the jamming signal over a wider bandwidth. In either case, the effect of

the jamming signal is reduced compared to the effect observed by the same jammer

in the unspread communication system. The second property of interest is the low

probability of detection (LPD). Even if an adversary knows you are transmitting,
without knowledge of the spreading sequence (or frequency hop sequence), it is very
difficult for that adversary to perform a good detection of the message signal. The

third property, which is especially important for clandestine communication, it called

low probability of intercept (LPI). Considering the reduced amplitude of the DS-SS

signal’s PSD as shown in Figure 1.1, we see that with sufficient spreading the level of
the PSD can be made to approach the level of the background noise floor. This means

that an adversary with a spectrum analyzer that is actively looking for the spread-

spectrum transmitter will have difficulty detecting that the transmitter is active. In

other words, in order to locate the transmitter the adversary will have to be physically
located very near the transmitter when a signal is being transmitted. Under ideal

conditions the transmitter will be active for short time intervals, or the asset is able

to detect the presence of the adversary in which case he/she turns the transmitter off.

These conditions greatly decrease the probability of intercept and, therefore, increase
the “life expectancy” of the asset.

As the remainder of this work deals with what is essentially a multi-user direct-

sequence spread-spectrum system, we list several references which describe DS-SS

systems in more detail. Scholtz [2] and Pickholtz et al. [3] provide good tutorials
on the properties and use of spread-spectrum systems. Ziemer and Peterson [4] give
an extensive examination of these systems. Many references on the generation and

properties of spreading sequences are available, as this subject continues to be a

current research interest [5-7].
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In direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) systems, each user

has a unique spreading sequence and all users occupy the same frequency band trans¬

mitting independently of all other users. Consider a K user DS-CDMA system in

which each user transmits ±1 times its spreading code. We will communicate with

one of the users, called the desired user, using a receiver that is optimized for a

single-user operating in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). For
this example, the optimum receiver is a filter matched to the desired user’s spreading

code. Therefore, the output of the matched filter will depend on the correlation of

the desired user’s code with all of the other K — 1 users’ codes. If all of the users’

spreading codes are orthogonal for any amount of time shift between the codes, the

output of the matched filter will not depend on the presence of the other system

users. A more realistic condition is that the set of spreading codes is chosen so that

the cross-correlation between any two codes is well-behaved. This means the output

of the matched filter will be dominated by the desired user, but some component of
the output will be due to contributions of interfering users.

It is possible to receive each of the transmitted signals at a different power level.
For example, this condition could occur if any of the K — 1 interfering users is located

physically closer to the receiver than the desired user. In this case the output of
the matched filter may become dominated by the interference. This type of multi¬
access interference (MAI) is referred to as the near-far problem. The challenge for
communication systems engineers is to develop receiver structures that are insensitive

to the near-far problem.

In this dissertation, we are concerned with the problem of achieving synchroniza¬
tion with the spreading sequence of the desired user. Moon et al. [8] studied the
effects of MAI on traditional techniques (energy detector) that are used in single-
user spread-spectrum communication systems. It was found that the average time
to achieve acquisition quickly increases when a near-far scenario exists with only two
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system users. Moon et al. [9] presented a multi-user synchronization method, called

the rapid acquisition by sequential estimation (RASE) algorithm, which essentially

tries to estimate the contents of the LFSR used to generate the spreading sequence for

each user, based on observations of the received signal. They assumed that all users

transmit only their spreading code and that the receiver knows the received ampli¬

tude of each user. For a total of K users, this algorithm has a complexity of 0(K2k)
which is prohibitive for K > 10. A similar single-user approach was presented by

Barghouthi and Stiiber [10,11], under the assumption that all users are received at

the same power level. Madhow and Pursley [12], considered the effects of achieving
code synchronization in the presence of MAI on the system capacity. They found
that the system capacity for achieving code synchronization with a matched filter

was much less than the system capacity measured with respect to the bit-error-rate

(BER). These results form the motivation for researching code acquisition techniques
for DS-CDMA systems.

1.2 Mathematical Notation

Matrices and vectors are typeset in a bold face, for example v or V. In general,
a lowercase letter will be used to denote a vector, while an uppercase letter denotes

a matrix. Unless otherwise noted, all vectors are assumed to be column vectors. In

order to denote the nth element of a vector, a subscript will be used such as vn. The

(i,j)th element of a matrix V is denoted by V¿¿. A subscript containing the variable
k denotes an element belonging to the kth user in the DS-CDMA system.

The transpose, the conjugate (or Hermitian) transpose, and the 2-norm of a

column-vector v are denoted by vr, \H and ||v|| = VvHv, respectively. The conju¬

gate of a scalar quantity will be denoted as a*. For a matrix V we will use ||V||F to
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denote the Frobenius-norm of the matrix defined as

(1.1)
i j

The Kronecker delta function is defined as

1 if m = 0,
(1.2)

0 otherwise.

The expectation of a random variable, /?, either a scalar or non-scalar quantity, will

be denoted as E[f3] or ¡3. We use the notation O(N) to denote that an algorithm has

numerical complexity on the order of N. When a is a parameter to be estimated, we

denote the estimate as a.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

In the next chapter, a system model that is widely used to simulate a DS-CDMA

communication system will be presented. The system model is expressed in a conve¬

nient vector-matrix notation which facilitates simulating a DS-CDMA communication

system on a computer. The third chapter provides a brief review of the literature

concerning DS-CDMA receivers and timing acquisition techniques. While it is impos¬

sible to provide a complete review of these subjects, an effort is made to provide the

reader with enough of a review to understand several timing acquisition techniques
and their associated complexities. In the fourth chapter, a low-complexity single-user

timing estimation algorithm is presented. The algorithm is based on processing the

weights of an adaptive filter, which is commonly referred to as the MMSE receiver.

The MMSE receiver is a single-bit single-user detector, which is a sub-optimal receiver
for a multi-user DS-CDMA communication system, and is receiving considerable at¬

tention in the literature. As several papers in the literature ignore the effects of

operating the MMSE receiver asynchronous to the intended user, several examples
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of why synchronization is important are presented. In the fifth chapter, the per¬

formance of the timing estimator is characterized. Several analytical techniques are

used to characterize the performance of the timing estimator, based on a developed

statistical model of the transient statistics of the MMSE receiver weights. Simulation

results are used to study the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm for

a general asynchronous DS-CDMA system when two commonly used adaptive algo¬

rithms are used in the MMSE receiver. It will be shown that for one of these adaptive

algorithms, the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm is near-far resistant.

In the sixth chapter, the effects of fading on a communication system are discussed

and a commonly used implementation of a flat-fading channel simulator is presented.

The performance of the timing acquisition algorithm when the receiver is operating

in two non-stationary environments (frequency-offset errors and flat-fading channels)
is studied in the seventh chapter. Barbosa and Miller [13] have presented a modified

version of the MMSE receiver that can be used in flat-fading channels. The perfor¬

mance of the timing acquisition algorithm for this receiver will be studied. Based on

simulation results, it will be shown that a slight improvement in the performance of

the timing estimator is feasible, through a slight modification in the training cycle of

the modified MMSE receiver. In earlier chapters, the system model and the timing

estimation algorithm were developed such that only one of the DS-CDMA system

users can be in the mode of acquiring timing acquisition. In the eighth chapter, a

modification to the system model and the timing estimation algorithm is presented

such that more than one system user can be in the timing acquisition mode. In the

final chapter, a summary of the work presented in this dissertation, and the contri¬

butions to the area of DS-CDMA research, as well as several areas of future research

are provided.



CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM MODEL FOR THE AWGN CHANNEL

2.1 General Asynchronous DS-CDMA System Model for the AWGN Channel

In this section, a general system model for the case when the receiver operates

in an AWGN channel and observes only one symbol interval of information at a

time will be presented. After this general model is developed, a simplified version,

which will eventually be shown to lead to a reduction in the numerical complexity

of evaluating the timing estimator, will be presented. The only difference between

these two models, is how we interpret or apply the effect of carrier phase offset to the

input of the receiver for the desired user.

In this work, a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) communication system is used.

There are a total of K system users, each operating at the same carrier frequency /c,

but asynchronous to and independent of the other users. The kth user is assumed to

transmit a signal whose complex envelope [14], Sk(t), is a polar data sequence, dk(l) 6

{+1,-1}, which has a unique signature or spreading waveform, ck(t), superimposed

upon it such that

OO

Sk(t) = Y, MM - lTb) ke{1,2,..., K}. (2.1)
l=—oo

Therefore, the signal actually transmitted by the kth user is given by

sk(t) = Re [Sk(t) exp{j2nfct}] = Re [Sk(t) exp{jujct}] k € {1, 2,...,K} (2.2)

where Re[ ] returns the real part of its argument. Without loss of generality, it is

assumed that the first user is the desired user and all other users act as interference.

The data bits have a duration Tb while the chips of the spreading sequence have

duration Tc. Each spreading sequence has a period of N = Tb/Tc chips. That is, one

9
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period of a spreading sequence is equal in duration to one bit interval. While this is

not a requirement for DS-CDMA systems in general, it is required for the receiver

structure studied in this work. Let the vector c*, = (ck,o,Ck,i, ■ ■ ■ ,CktN~i)r represent
one period of the kth user’s spreading sequence so that the spreading waveform can

be written as

JV-l

Cfc(i) = ^2 ck,nPTc{t - nTc) (2.3)
n=0

where Prc(0 is the chip pulse shape which is taken to be 1 over the interval [0,TC)
and zero otherwise.

We assume that the receiver is asynchronous in time and phase to the transmitted

signal of the desired user, as well as being asynchronous to all of the interfering users.

Due to the K system users, the received signal is of the form
k

r(t) = ^2 yfifie Re [Sk(t ~ rk) exp {jujct + jOk}\ + n(t). (2.4)
k=1

In the above expression, rfc and Pk are the propagation delay and the average received

signal power, respectively, for the fcth user, Ok is the phase-offset for the kth user,

while n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise which is assumed to have a one-sided

power spectral density of Wo.

In order to process the received signal, the receiver converts r(t) from a bandpass

signal to a baseband signal, R(t), which is then passed through a filter matched to

the chip pulse shape and the output of this matched filter is sampled at the chip rate.

It is assumed that any double-frequency terms created in the conversion to baseband

are not passed through the chip matched filter. During the receiver’s mth bit interval

the nth chip sampled output can be expressed as

mTj+(n+l)rc

r™=vmrc / mdt 6C
mTb+nTc

(2.5)
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During each bit interval, the N chip samples are stored in a received vector,

r(m) = (rmio,rmii,..., rm,n-i)t and it is this vector quantity that will be processed

by the receiver. Using the above definitions for how each user contributes to r(t) we

can express how each user contributes to r(m) using a notation similar to that used

by Miller [15]. It can be shown that

k I p
r(m) =V W-^Jfc(m)exp{;6»fc} + Nm eCNxl (2.6)LJ V n

k=1 T 1

where Jk(m) is the contribution to the received vector from the kth user during the

mth receiver bit interval given by

Jfc(m) = [22fc-i(m)a2fc_i(pfc,4) + z2k(m)a2k(pk,5k)]

where

(2.7)

z2k-i{m) = [dk(m) + dk(m - l)]/2 G {-1, 0,1}

Z2k(m) = [dk(m) - dk(m - l)]/2 G {-1, 0,1}

a2jfc-i(Pfc,áfc) = (1 - h)c{kk) +6kc^k+1)
a2fe(pfc,4) = (l-4)c?fc) + 4c^+1)

Ck,m —

G {+1, —1} if m G {0,1,..., N - 1},

otherwise.

(2.8)

(2.9)

nk (ck}N—ni Ck,N—Ti+l) • • • > Ck,N—1> Ck,0i • • • i Ck,N—n— l) (2.10)

ñfc ( Ck,N—m Ck,N—n+1, • ■ • i Ck,N—1) Cfc,0? Ck,\i • • • > Ck,N—n—l) (2.11)

(2.12)

and rk = pkTc + 6kTc with pk G {0,1,..., N — 1} and 0 < Sk < 1.

Since the receiver is asynchronous to any of the K system users and only observes

one bit interval of information, it is possible to have a data bit transition occur during
the receiver’s bit interval. This fact is accounted for in the previous equations. The

quantities z2fc_i(m) and z2k(m) are used to indicate if adjacent data bits for the &th
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user are similar. If adjacent data bits are the same, then Z2fc-i(m) will be non-zero,

otherwise z2k('m) is non-zero. The vector quantities c¡¿n) and cj;n) denote the nth right

cyclic and the nth modified right cyclic shifts of the kth user’s spreading sequence,

respectively. As shown in the previous equations, J¡t(m) is just a function of two

slightly offset cyclic shifts of the spreading sequence for the kth user.

In the remainder of this work, we will refer to the propagation delay in terms

of the integer part, pk, and the fractional part, S¡t, only. The noise vector, Nm, in

equation (2.6) consists of independent complex Gaussian random variables whose real

and imaginary parts are also independent having zero-mean and equal variances of

cr2 = N/(2Eb/J\f0), where Eb is the average received energy per bit of the desired

user. In the remainder of this work, we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as

SNR = Eb/Mo.

2.2 Simplified Asynchronous DS-CDMA System Model for the
AWGN Channel

In the previous section, the receiver was assumed to be phase asynchronous to any

of the K systems users. This is a reasonable assumption, since it is highly unlikely

that all of the oscillators for the users will be phase synchronous as viewed by the

receiver. Certainly, it could be possible for all of the transmitted signals to be phase

synchronous, a situation that would arise at a transmitting base station in a cellular

type communication system where one oscillator can be used to transmit all of the

K user’s signals. At any of the mobile receivers, then one could say that all users

experience the same propagation delay and carrier phase shift in the channel from

the base station to the mobile receiver. However, in the communication link from the

mobile user to the base station, different propagation delays and carrier phase shifts
will exist due to the different physical locations of the mobile users.
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However, we can model the system as being equivalently phase-synchronous as

follows. We can express equation (2.6) as

r(m)=y',/^(cos(«t)+JSin(«t))Ji(m)+N„ € CKxl. (2.13)
iriv

We then can create a modified receiver input by only processing the real part of r(m).
That is,

K

r(m) - Re [r(m)] =
k̂=1

where the noise vector, Nm, in equation (2.14) consists of real-valued Gaussian

random variables that are independent having zero-mean and equal variances of

a2 = N/(2Eb/Af0).
Now the cos(6k) term can be absorbed into the ratio of Pk/P\■ Therefore, by

adjusting the level of the SNR appropriately one can equivalently model the effects of

the carrier phase offset for the desired user. To account for the effects of the carrier

phase offset for the other users, the value of Pk/P\ for each interfering user is adjusted
as appropriate.

As a result of using this procedure to form an equivalently phase-synchronous

system, we will eventually show that the numerical evaluation of the timing estimator
for the propagation delay for the desired user is simplified. In fact, we will see that

for this model the estimate of <5i, the fractional part of the desired user’s propagation

delay can be expressed in closed form, which is not the case when the model of

Section 2.1 is used.

cos(0fc)Jk{m) + Ñr r>Nxl (2.14)



CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Since the area of DS-CDMA has received so much attention in the literature over

the last several years, it is impossible to review all contributions made in the recent

past. However, in this chapter, we will try to summarize any major contributions

as well as those that are directly related to code acquisition in DS-CDMA systems.

We will discuss the complexity of the timing estimation algorithms, so that we may

later compare them to the complexity of the timing estimator presented in the next

chapter.

Verdú [16,17] provided a major breakthrough in DS-CDMA research by proving
the existence of an optimum multi-user receiver that is near-far resistant. The receiver

is comprised of a bank of matched filters, one matched filter for each user, followed

by a Viterbi decoder. The receiver requires a lot of side-information, in order to

create the matched filters and form a decision metric for the Viterbi algorithm. The
receiver requires knowledge of each users’ spreading code, and must be synchronized
with each user. In addition the receiver must know the received signal energy for each
user. The complexity of the receiver is 0(2A) for each binary decision made. The

receiver is considered impractical due to this complexity, which provides motivation

for investigating sub-optimal receiver structures.

Lupas and Verdú [18,19] have proposed a sub-optimum multiuser receiver which

is known as the linear decorrelating receiver. The receiver is similar to the optimum

receiver [16,17] in that it is comprised of a bank of matched filters, but does not

require knowledge of the received signal energy for each user. The outputs of the bank

of matched filters are processed by a linear transformation (called the decorrelating
filter) that removes the multiuser interference from the output of each filter. The

14
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decorrelating filter cancels the MAI by accounting for the known correlation between

the users’ spreading codes. The complexity of the receiver is dependent on taking the

inverse of a matrix, which has complexity 0(N3), to form the decorrelating filter. If

this operation can be done once, the complexity of the receiver is then linear in the

number of users, which is a great improvement over the exponential complexity of

the Viterbi based decoder.

Strom et al. [20] studied the impact of timing errors on the decorrelating receiver.

It was found that the decorrelating receiver loses its near-far resistance with the pres¬

ence of timing errors. That is, the BER of the receiver reaches a non-diminishing
floor even as the SNR increases, when errors are present in the estimates of the

timing offsets. In addition, they observed that the required variance of a timing
estimate is inversely proportional to the level of the MAI. This means as the MAI in¬

creases, making timing estimation more difficult, a better timing estimate is required

in order for the receiver to maintain its near-far resistance. Zheng and Barton [21]
perform a similar analysis on the decorrelating receiver. In addition to considering
time synchronization errors, they studied the effects of phase synchronization errors

and frequency synchronization errors. They found that if these quantities are limited

to small, and possibly unrealistic, values the decorrelating receiver still offers a sig¬

nificant advantage over the conventional matched filter. These results motivate the

need for the development of timing estimators that produce unbiased estimates with

low variances, even in the presence of a severe near-far environment.

Varanasi and Aazhang [22] have proposed a suboptimal multiuser detector whose

complexity is also linear in the number of users. The receiver requires knowledge of
the received signal strengths of each user, the code sequence of each user, and time and

phase synchronization with each user. The receiver is comprised of a bank of matched

filters (one per user) followed by a multistage interference rejection algorithm. The

interference rejection algorithm is summarized in the following sentences. Consider
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the output of one of the matched filters. If a decision is made on the filter output, it

may be corrupted by the interference caused by the other users. If the receiver has

perfect knowledge of the other users’ received signal energies and transmitted data

sequences, the receiver could directly calculate the interference at the output of the

matched filter and subtract this quantity from the filter’s output. Then the receiver

could make a decision on an interference-free quantity, and the decision made for

each user would be optimal. However, the receiver does not have perfect knowledge

of such quantities and, therefore, can only form imperfect estimates of the MAI term

at each filter output. The receiver reconstructs the estimate of the MAI at each

filter output during the mth interval, based on the decisions formed in the (m — l)th
interval. Since the reconstruction of the MAI is based on these decisions, perfect

cancellation of the MAI term from the filter output will not occur (and hence the

receiver is suboptimal).

The previous paragraphs give a brief overview of what has been done in terms of

multiuser detectors for DS-CDMA. As mentioned the complexity of the these tech¬

niques, and the amount of required side-information, makes them infeasible. However,

all of the receiver structures mentioned require some form of synchronization with the

user spreading sequences. In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus our attention

on techniques that have been proposed to address the issue of code synchronization.

One area of parameter estimation that is receiving considerable attention in the

literature are estimation techniques based on subspace methods [23-26]. While Strom
et al. [23] consider the more general case of sampling the received signal more than

once a chip-interval, we restrict our attention to the system model given in Section 2.1.

We modify the system model slightly, by assuming that all users can transmit random
data sequences. Using this system model, the receiver is operating in a stationary
environment. The autocorrelation matrix of the received signal, which is defined as
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R = E[r(ra)rH(ra)], can be written as

^' p
r = [a2fc-i(Pfc,4)a2fc_i(Pifc,4) + ai2k(Pk,h)^k{pk,Sk)] + 2<t2I (3.1)

i i 1

where I is an N x N Identity matrix. Note that R is symmetric, and is also positive

definite as long as a2 > 0. When 2K < N, the eigen-decomposition of R can be

expressed as

R =
As 0

0 An

H

Es En (3.2)

As is a diagonal matrix of the 2K largest eigenvalues of R and Es is an A x 2K

matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors. Likewise, A„ is a diagonal matrix of the

(N — 2K) smallest eigenvalues (all equal to a2) of R and En is an N x (N—2K) matrix
of the corresponding eigenvectors. The signal subspace is defined to be the subspace

spanned by the set of &2k-i(Pk,tik) and a2k{Pk,h) vectors VA: € {1,2,..., K}. The
noise subspace is defined to be the orthogonal complement to the signal subspace. The

columns of As form an orthonormal basis for the signal subspace, and the columns

of An form an orthonormal basis for the noise subspace.

The basis of the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm, is that since

the set of {al5 a2,..., a2ic} vectors are in the signal subspace, they are orthogonal
to the noise subspace. Therefore, given perfect knowledge of the noise subspace, one

could find Tfc as the solution to E,f&2k-i{Pk, h) — 0- Typically, the receiver does not

have perfect knowledge of the noise subspace or R. However, it can form an estimate

of R using the sample correlation matrix defined as

1 A
=

m (3-3)
m=1

Given Rw, the receiver can form an estimate of the noise subspace, Én, an operation

that has complexity 0(N3). Strom et al. [23] use this idea to form a timing based on
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the MUSIC algorithm. They find an estimate of the kth user’s propagation delay as

-MU
Tk - arg mm

re[0,T6)

l|É"a2k,(T) |2 + ||É«a2l(r)||2
|a2k-i(r)|| +||a2/b(r)

(3.4)

The independent work presented by Bensley and Aazhang [24] is similar, but also

addresses the problem of estimating the channel gain and phase in a time-invariant

multi-path channel. As a natural extension of their earlier work, Strom et al. [25]
consider using the MUSIC based estimator in a time-varying channel.

The MUSIC-based timing estimator requires very little side information in order

to form its estimate. The number of system users, as well as the spreading code (to be
used in equation (3.4)) is required. While the complexity of the algorithm is 0(N3),
it requires no training period, and can be used to estimate each user’s propagation

delay. However, the algorithm does not work for 2K > N, as the noise subspace

of R has zero rank. It has been noted that for low signal-to-noise ratios and little

near-far effect, that the traditional correlator performs better than the MUSIC-based

algorithm. However, as the MAI interference increases the MUSIC-based algorithm

outperforms the correlator. It has also been noted that the MUSIC-based algorithm
is resistant to the near-far problem [23,24],

Zheng et al. [27] have proposed a single-user propagation delay estimator, using
the system model of Section 2.1, that is known as the large-sample maximum likeli¬

hood (LSML) method. This method models the received signal as a known training

sequence (the desired signal) and all other signals including the interfering signal
and thermal noise as unknown colored Gaussian noise that is uncorrelated with the

desired signal. The resulting timing estimate is found by rooting a second order poly¬
nomial. The coefficients of the polynomial are dependent on a matrix inverse, Q-1,
where Q is related to the RM matrix given in equation (3.3). In order to evaluate
the matrix inverse, Q must be full rank. This means that the LSML timing estimate
is unavailable until the receiver has observed at least M — N samples of r(m).
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As an extension to the LSML timing estimator, Liu et al. [28] have proposed a

similar timing estimation scheme known as the multiple-antenna sensors-based esti¬
mator (MASE). That is, the estimator is derived using the known training signal and
modeling the MAI and the additive noise as an unknown colored Gaussian random

process. In the MASE algorithm, the receiver observes the outputs of an arbitrary
antenna array of L sensors. In fact, when L = 1 the MASE algorithm reduces to the

LSML algorithm. Like the LSML, the MASE algorithm requires a training sequence,

and the timing estimate is formed by rooting a second order polynomial. Once again,

the coefficients of the polynomial are dependent on the inverse of a matrix. In the

LSML algorithm, the receiver has to acquire at least M > N samples of r(m) in

order for the Q matrix to have full rank. By using L antenna sensors, the MASE

algorithm is able to average over the outputs of the sensors and hence only requires

LM > N samples of r(m) in order for the Q matrix to have full rank. Since the

MASE algorithm requires fewer training symbols than the LSML algorithm, under

conditions where the channel is time-varying, the MASE has the advantage over the

LSML algorithm [28].
In the next chapter, a timing estimation algorithm is presented that is based on

processing the weights of the MMSE receiver. In this dissertation, it is assumed

that the MMSE receiver uses an initial training sequence to adapt the weights to

minimize the MSE between the filter output and the data sequence for a single user.

This means that a known data sequence is used to train the MMSE receiver, prior

to performing data detection. Honig et al. [29] have developed a single-user detector

based on minimizing the mean-output-energy (MOE) of an adaptive filter. Note

that the term MOE in actuality is used to denote the variance of the filter output.

The proposed receiver [29] requires knowledge of the timing and spreading sequence

of the desired user. The weights of the filter are expressed in a canonical form as

w(m) = Ci + x(m), where Ci is the spreading code of the desired user and x(m) is
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orthogonal to ci. The vector x(m) is updated to minimize the variance of the filter

output. This adaptive algorithm does not require knowledge of the desired user’s

data sequence, and, therefore, is known as a blind adaptive algorithm.

Madhow [30] uses the blind adaptive receiver in an ad-hoc fashion to form an

adaptive receiver which only requires knowledge of the desired user’s spreading se¬

quence. Madhow uses a system model similar to that presented in Section 2.2, but

observes two bit-intervals (27),) of the received signal, and, therefore, has 2N sam¬

pled outputs of the chip-matched filter comprise the received vector. The prop¬

agation delay for the desired user is assumed to be one of 2N hypotheses, T\ €

{0,0.5TC, 1TC, 1.5TC,..., (N — 0.5)TC}. The received signal is processed by a bank of

2N parallel blind adaptive filters (one for each n hypothesis) during a blind acquisi¬

tion cycle. Let the fth filter be the adaptive filter that has the lowest MOE at the end

of the acquisition cycle. At the end of the acquisition cycle the receiver chooses two

filters, the zth filter and either the (i — l)th or (i + l)th filter, to form the adaptive

receiver. The output of the ¿th filter is combined with the other filter in an ad-hoc

fashion in an attempt to combine the timing hypotheses that are closest to the true

propagation delay for the desired user. Using this method, Madhow is attempting

to create a receiver structure that performs joint acquisition and detection of the de¬

sired user’s signal. However, this method is very complex and doesn’t really achieve

synchronization with the desired user. In the next chapter, we demonstrate why syn¬

chronization is important by considering the effects of being a half-chip asynchronous

to the desired user.



CHAPTER 4
THE MMSE RECEIVER AND SINGLE-USER CODE ACQUISITION

As an alternative to using the complex estimation techniques presented in the

previous chapter, we present a single-user estimation algorithm which is based on

processing the weights of an adaptive receiver. One benefit of this receiver structure

is that the only side information the receiver requires in order to form its estimate is

the spreading code of the desired user. In addition, the same structure may be used

for data detection. This receiver structure, which has commonly been referred to as

the MMSE receiver, has received significant attention in recent literature.

4.1 The MMSE Receiver

In this section, using certain system assumptions, we will discuss how the weights
of the MMSE receiver, shown in Figure 4.1, may be used to estimate the propagation

delay of the desired user. The weights of the receiver are chosen to minimize the mean-

squared error E [|e(m)|2], where e(m) is the difference between a desired response

and the filter’s output. The vector which minimizes the mean-squared error (MSE)
is well-known to be given by the Wiener-Hopf [31] equation

w(m) = R”x(m)p(ra) (4.1)

where R(m) = E [r(m)rH(m)] and p(m) = E[dJ(m)r(m)] are the autocorrelation
matrix and the steering vector, respectively.

The received vector r(m) corresponds to chip-samples of one period of the spread¬

ing sequence. Since the receiver is initially asynchronous to the desired user, it is

possible for data bit transitions to occur anywhere within the length of the received

vector. In order to avoid these bit transitions for the desired user, we assume that the

21
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Figure 4.1: Code acquisition with an adaptive receiver.

desired user’s data bit is a constant d\{m) = 1. In other words, the desired user will

transmit an all ones data sequence for purposes of code acquisition. A side-channel

is used to control the addition of new users into the system, so this restriction is not

unrealistic. Based on the system model presented in Section 2.1, we see that the filter

is operating in a stationary environment. It is assumed that the users’ data sequences

and carrier phases are independent of each other and also independent of the additive

white Gaussian noise. The autocorrelation matrix and the steering vector are given

by the following equations.

R = E [r(m)rH(m)] = ai(pi, (pi, ¿i) + 2<t2I
^' TV-

+ 5Z 2P~ [a2*-!(P*’ 6k)aík-ÁPk, h) + a2k(Pk, 8k)s%k(pk, 5*)]
k=2 Z 1

p = ax (pi, ¿i) exp^'fli)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where I is an N x N Identity matrix. The MMSE occurs when the filter weights are

optimal, and is given by

Jmm = 1 - p"R *P (4.4)
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In order to solve the Wiener-Hopf equation for the optimal weight vector. wopt,
we have to invert an N x TV matrix, an operation that has complexity of 0(N3).
Since R is a symmetric matrix, it can be expressed as

R = VAVr, (4.5)

where V is a matrix whose columns contain the normalized eigenvectors of R and

A is a diagonal matrix that contains the corresponding eigenvalues. This notation is

referred to as the eigen-decomposition of the R matrix. Using the above notation,

we can then express the inverse of the autocorrelation matrix as

R-1 = VA-1Vr. (4.6)

Instead of calculating R-1 directly, we note that it can be shown that an eigenvector
of P = R — 2<72I is also and eigenvector of R. For each eigenvector of P, adding
2<t2 to the corresponding eigenvalue produces the corresponding eigenvalue for the
matrix R. Therefore, if we find the eigen-decomposition of P we immediately have
the eigen-decomposition of R.

In equation (4.2), we note that each asynchronous user contributes at most two

outer product terms in the expression for P. If 2K < N, then the P matrix will

not be full-rank and will have at most 2K non-zero eigenvalues. Miller [32,33] used
this fact to simplify the calculation of the eigen-decomposition of P, by working
on a 2K x 2K matrix instead of on a N x N matrix. For large ratios of N/(2K)
this technique produces a significant reduction in the complexity of calculating R_1.
However, in that work the desired user was assumed to be synchronous (ri = 0) with
the receiver, so one must slightly modify Miller’s notation in order to process the
desired user in the more general asynchronous case. Of course when 2K > N, this

technique is not valid and one must find the eigen-decomposition of an N x N matrix

(either R or P).
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In order to illustrate the dependence of the filter weight vector on the amount

of multi-access interference, we will observe the optimal filter weight vector for two

cases. For the first case let there be only one chip-synchronous system user, which

implies that r(m) = ciPl) exp (j0i) +Nm. Using the Wiener-Hopf equation, it is found
that

wopt =
cjPl)exp(j6>i)
||ci||2 + 2(72

(4.7)

Assuming Ci has good auto-correlation properties, this result shows that we could

conceivably form an estimate of pi, the propagation delay of the desired user, by

finding the peak of the magnitude of the cross-correlation between Ci and wopt.

For the second case, a second synchronous user is added to the system such that

r(m) = CiPl) exp (j0i) + d2{m)y/P2/P\c2 exp (jd2) + Nm. For this second example,
the optimal filter weight vector is

wopt =

7

(c?l) — 7C2) exp (jOi)
||c1||2 + 2ct2 -7c^ciPl)

,T_(Pi)
C2 C1

(4.8a)

(4.8b)
Ic2||2 + 2 (ft) (j2

Note that 7 is bounded in magnitude by the value of the correlation coefficient of

the two spreading codes, and is therefore expected to be much less than one. In

fact, in the limit P2/P\ —>■ 00, we see that wopt is the projection of c[Pl' onto a

vector orthogonal to c2. In the ideal case that c[Pl) is orthogonal to c2, the receiver

completely rejects the second user even though it is received at a much higher power
level. In the general case, for codes with good correlation properties (c^c[Pl) is small),
the filter should be able to suppress the second user. In the general case, the addition

of the second user causes a small perturbation of the filter weight vector about the
solution given by equation (4.7). We should still be able to form an estimate of px as

described above.
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Equation (4.8a) is used as a basic example of why a timing estimator based on

processing the filter weight vector should even be considered. As more users are in¬

cluded in the DS-CDMA system, additional terms due to the spreading codes are

added to the expression for wopt. In order to illustrate the dependence of wopt on the
desired user’s spreading code in the above example, and to simplify the resulting ex¬

pressions, we assumed that the interfering user was chip-synchronous to the receiver.

In the general case, each asynchronous interfering user contributes two similar terms

to the expression for wopt. However, if the set of spreading codes has sufficiently good

cross-correlation properties one would expect that wopt is closely related to Ci such
that a reasonable estimate of pi is still feasible.

4.2 Advantages of Synchronizing the MMSE Receiver

Consider using the MMSE receiver in a single-user system. One might ask why

synchronization of the MMSE receiver is even an issue that must be considered. If

the MMSE receiver is used for detection, are the weights optimized to give us the best

performance? The answer is maybe. The weights are optimized for the given value of

tí, the propagation delay of the desired user relative to the receiver. It is conceivable

that Jmin at Ti = 0 is less than the resulting Jmin when tx ± 0. Therefore, we should

prefer to operate the receiver synchronous to the desired user’s received signal. In
order to expand on this idea, we present three brief cases that demonstrate some of

the costs associated with using the MMSE receiver asynchronous to the desired user.

For the first case, consider using the MMSE receiver to demodulate data in a

r(m) =

wopt =

al(ifi! ^l) + Nm

ai(pi,¿i)
llai(Pi,¿i)||2 + 2<r2

single user system where

(4.9)

(4.10)
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Consider the signal-to-noise ratio of the output statistic z — rH(ra)wopt, which is
defined as SNR0 = E[z]2 / Var(z). Note that E[z\ = af (pi, ¿i)wopt, and the expres¬

sion for Var[z] is evaluated using Var[z] = £'[w^tr(m)rii(m)wopt] — E[z]2. Direct
substitution of the appropriate terms into this expression produces

= 2<T2||ai(j>i,¿1)||2
(l|a,(Pi,¿i)||J + 2<7»)í (411)

2a2E[z\
l|ai(pi,5i)||2 + 2a2

The result of these expressions is that SNR0 = ||ai(pi,¿i)||2/(2cr2). If we assume

that the spreading code has good autocorrelation properties such that the terms

involving cfc^1* are negligible when compared to other terms in ||ax(px, ¿x)||2, we can

approximate the output signal-to-noise ratio as

SNR0 [(1 - ¿02 + Sj] N
2a2 (4.12)

where a2 = N/(2Eb/J\f0) as previously defined. When ¿x is non-zero, there is an

effective loss in the output SNR of the output statistic z. If ¿x is uniformly distributed
over the interval [0,1), then the average loss in the output SNR is 2/3 (1.8 dB). This
loss will adversely affect the capacity of the communication system which we typically
want to maximize. Note that this effect can be offset by sampling the received signal
more often than once a chip interval. However, increasing the sampling rate directly
increases the length of the received vector, which leads to an increase in the complexity
of the receiver.

Madhow [34] presents a method where an adaptive receiver is used to perform

joint detection and acquisition by increasing the length of the received vector and the

filter to 2N chip samples. By increasing the length of these vectors to 2N elements,
the desired user does not have to transmit an all ones training sequence. In addition
it may be possible for more than one user to be in the training mode at the same

time. The receiver structure performs joint detection and acquisition without actually
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achieving chip synchronism with the desired signal [34], It is important to ask how

the performance of the MMSE receiver is affected by the lack of chip synchronism.

To address this issue, we calculated the Jm¡n of the MMSE filter as a function of the

propagation delay of the desired user when the SNR was 10 dB and the length of
the received vector and filter was set to 2N chip samples. This result is shown in

Figure 4.2 for propagation delays in the range of [0,5) chip intervals. Similar results

are obtained for propagation delays in the range of [5,31) chip intervals but were

omitted for clarity of the plot. There are two things to notice in this plot. If one

were to consider a system that is nearly chip synchronous then it appears that the

performance of the filter, based observing the MMSE, is unaffected by the propagation

delay of the desired user. This result could lead one to the incorrect conclusion that

achieving code synchronization is not important for the MMSE receiver. However,
when the filter is not chip synchronous with the desired signal, the value of ¿i falls
in the region (0,1), the MMSE of the filter is sensitive to the propagation delay of
the desired user. Therefore, some method is required for code acquisition and code

tracking even when 2N chip samples are used in the MMSE receiver structure.

As a final example, we will consider the effect of asynchronous operation (with
respect to the desired user) on the resulting probability of bit error. This example
will show that code synchronization is required for the MMSE receiver if one is to

maximize the system capacity. The following briefly explains the outline of the analy¬
sis used to derive the probability of bit error. Since we are interested in bit errors, we

assume that the filter is at steady-state, and that the desired user is transmitting a

random data sequence. We then model the output of the MMSE receiver, w^tr(m),
as a complex Gaussian random variable, and derive an expression for the probability
of bit error. The details of this derivation are given in Appendix A. Modeling the
output of the MMSE receiver as a Gaussian random variable has been recently jus¬
tified by Poor and Verdii [35], who have compared the bit error rate of the MMSE
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Propagation Delay of User #1 in Chips

Figure 4.2: Minimum mean-squared error as a function of the propagation delay of
user #1.

receiver versus the analytical bit error rate of the MMSE receiver when the receiver

output is modeled as a Gaussian random variable. It was found that the Gaussian

approximation was quite good for various number of users and various levels of multi¬

access interference. In addition, several others have found that this approximation

provides reasonable results [13,36].
Once the DS-CDMA environment is configured, # users, delays, phases and power

levels, we can numerically solve for Jmin. We then use equations (A.9) and (A.10)
to find the probability of bit error. By varying the DS-CDMA environment, we may

observe the effects of asynchronous operation on the system capacity. For purposes
of this example, we set the SNR to 7 dB and let all interfering users be received at

a power level 10 dB above the desired user. A set of spreading codes for 33 users

were selected at random from a set of Gold codes [5] using N — 31 chips/bit. A set
of 33 propagation delays were chosen from a uniform distribution over the interval

[0,31). A set of 33 carrier phase-shifts were selected from a uniform distribution over
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the interval [0, 2n). If we wanted to analyze a K-user system, the first K elements

of each of the spreading code, delay, and phase-shift sets would be used to create the

DS-CDMA environment.

For the case when the receiver was one-half chip out of synch with the desired

user, using the Gaussian approximation we found that 4 system users would produce
a 2% bit-error rate at the receiver. A total of 9 system users would produce a 5%
error-rate. If the receiver was synchronous with the desired user, a total of 14 users

would produce a 2% bit-error rate. Likewise, a total of 24 users would produce a 5%
bit-error rate. This shows that a significant improvement in the system capacity can

be achieved if the receiver is synchronous with the desired user. While these results

are only valid for case we examined, they are sufficient to demonstrate the costs of

operating the receiver asynchronous to the desired user.

4.3 Adaptive Filters and the Estimation Algorithm

The complexity of finding the optimal weights, given by the Wiener-Hopf equation,
is 0(N3). However the receiver requires knowledge of the autocorrelation matrix R

and the steering vector p. Typically, these parameters are estimated by the receiver
based on observations of the received signal. In practice, the weights of the filter
are chosen adaptively according to some implementation which usually takes the
form of either the least mean square (LMS) or the recursive least-squares (RLS)
algorithm. The LMS algorithm has low complexity, 0(2N), does not require any

matrix inversion operations, and is easy to implement. The RLS algorithm is more

complex, 0(N2), and performs an iterative matrix inversion by using the Matrix
Inversion Lemma [31]. Since the RLS algorithm is more complex, it is not surprising
that it typically converges faster than the LMS algorithm. While these algorithms
will not produce the same weight vector given by the Wiener-Hopf equation, as the
filter approaches steady-state, they can provide reasonable approximations to the

optimal weight vector.
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Our basic idea is to derive a code timing estimation algorithm for a single-user

system, and then study the performance of the estimator in a multi-user environ¬

ment. Since the receiver is initially asynchronous to the desired user, r(m) =

ai(Pii ¿1) exP (j01) + Nm. In order to derive a code estimation algorithm, we would

like to have an exact representation of the statistics of the filter weight vector as

the filter adapts. This appears to be intractable. Instead, we model the filter coef¬

ficients as independent jointly complex Gaussian random variables with a mean of

/?ai(pi, <b) exp (j6i) and equal variances, where ¡3 is some unknown constant. We

choose this expression for the mean since for this scenario the optimal weight vector
is proportional to ai(plt ¿i) exp (j8i). Clearly, this is not an exact description of the
statistics of w(m), and our resulting timing estimator will not produce an optimal es¬
timate of the desired user’s propagation delay. The statistics of the weight vector have
been observed (through simulations) as a function of time when an LMS algorithm
was used, and the LMS step-size was chosen such that the filter was convergent in the

mean-square. We observed that the components of the filter weight vector become

highly uncorrelated as the filter approaches steady-state. Therefore this assumption
on the statistics of the filter weights seems to be a reasonable approximation and

hence can be used to derive a meaningful timing estimator.

Based on our assumed statistical model for the filter weight vector, we find that

we should choose as our estimates the set {#,/?, p, <5} which minimize

g(P,6,p,ó) = ||w(m) — (3&i(p, Ó) exp (jd)\\2 (4.13)

with p e {0,1,..., N 1} and 0 < ó < 1. Note that even though our assumed
mean is based on optimal values, we will use this function to make estimates after

every receiver bit interval. This approach is taken because it can be shown that

when the LMS algorithm is used, the multi-user transient mean filter weight vector

E[w(m)] is highly correlated with the single user optimal weight vector when a small
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adaptation step-size is used. Due to the constraint on the value of p, g((3,9, p, 6) is not
differentiable with respect to p. To minimize g((3,9,p,6), we must find the solutions

to dg((3,9,p,6)/dx = 0 (for x = (3,9,6), for all possible values of p. Therefore, each

value of p produces a corresponding set of candidates for the subset {9,(3, á}. Our
estimation algorithm iterates through all possible values of p and produces a list of

all of the corresponding candidates. By choosing the set {9,(3,p, <5} out of this list
which minimizes g((3,9,p,S), we find the global minimum of g((3,9,p,6).

The solutions to dg((3,9,p,S)/dx = 0 for x = 9,(3 are given by

0i(p, 6) = arg (af (p, S)w(m))

P(pJ) af(p,¿)w(m)|
llai(p,¿)||2

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

Substitution of these expressions into the previous equation produces the following
two expressions.

g0{p,6),9(p,6),p,6) = ||w(ra)||2 - f{p,6)
_ |af(p,¿)w(m)|2[

llai(p, <5)||2

(4.15a)

(4.15b)

These equations show that minimizing g((3(p,6),9(p,6),p,6) corresponds to finding
the set {p, $} which maximize the cost function f(p,6).

Since the estimate of p\ must be an integer, the cost function f(p,6) is a piece-

wise continuous function. Maximizing f(p, 6) with respect to 6 produces a quadratic

equation whose coefficients depend on the value of p. Therefore, for each possible
value of p we must find the roots of the quadratic equation D2(p)p2 +Di(p)p +D0(p),
where the coefficients are given by the following set of equations.

D0(p) = NAi(p) + 2CA0(p)

D\(p) = 2NA2(p) - 4CA0(p)

D2(p) = -2C(A2(p) + A1(p))

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

(4.16c)



C — N - cfc^
,(p)i2Mp) = |wH(m)cjP

Ai(p) = 2Re (ciP))Tw(m)wH(m)c|lp+1) -2AQ{p)

A2(p) = |wH(m)ciP+1)|2 - Ax(p) - Ao(p)
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(4.16d)

(4.16e)

(4.16f)

(4.16g)

By definition, the value of ¿ must satisfy the condition 0 < S < 1, so we must ignore

any solutions from the previous equation which fall outside of this region. In order

to clarify how we form our estimate of the propagation delay for the desired user, we

present the following algorithm.

Let T represent the set of costs corresponding to the set of candidate estimates

of (p, 6), denoted by U. We can find the maximum of f(p,S) as follows:

Step 1. Let T = {/(0,0), /(1,0), /(2,0),..., f(N - 1,0)}.
Step 2. Let U = {0,1,2,..., N — 1}.

Step 3. For p = 0,1,..., N — 1, do the following:

a) Compute the coefficients _D2(p), £fi(p), D0(p).

b) Solve for the two roots of the quadratic equation, pi and p2.

c) If 0 < pi < 1 for i £ {1,2}, add the cost /(p, p¿) to the set T, and add

(p + pi) to the set U.

Step 4. Let Uk denote the kth element of the set U. Then f = Uk, where k = max 7}.
i

Step 5. The estimates of pi and ¿i are given by pi(ra) = }fj and 5i(m) = f — [Fj,
where rounds x to the nearest integer towards zero.

We plot the cost function, /(p, 5), for two different scenarios in Figures 4.3 and 4.4,

under the assumption that the receiver is operating using the optimal filter weights.

Figure 4.3 shows the cost function for a single-user system when iq = 15.25TC and

Eb/Aio was 7 dB. This plot shows that the timing estimate will be fi = 15.25TC, which

is a perfect estimate. Since we have developed the timing estimator for a single-user

system this result is not surprising. Of course, when the filter weights are from the
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the cost function f(p, 6) for a single-user system.

LMS or RLS algorithms we expect some noise in this estimate due to the noise in the

filter weights. Also, the rate of convergence of the adaptive filter to its steady-state

value will determine how long the filter has to adapt before a reliable estimate of T\

can be made. This issue will be addressed in the next chapter.

Figure 4.4 shows the cost function, f(p, 6), for a more severe environment. In this

figure 14 interfering users have been added to the system, each received at a power

level 10 dB above the desired user. Since the maximum value of f(p,6) does not

occur near 15.25TC, the timing estimate will be wrong. In this example f\ = 7.43TC.

We have intentionally heavily-loaded the DS-CDMA system, to demonstrate what

will happen to the cost function. In general, we can say that at some level of MAI,
the estimation algorithm completely breaks down. We will study the effects of the

level of the MAI on the performance of the timing estimator in the next chapter.

When the simplified system model presented in Section 2.2 is used, the timing

estimator takes on a slightly different form. Recall that the simplified model assumes

that all users are received phase-synchronous, and the weights of the adaptive filter
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the cost function f(p, 6) for a fifteen-user system.

are purely real. Using this assumption the autocorrelation matrix and the steering

vector for the adaptive filter are written as

R = E [r(m)rH(m)] = ai(pi,ii)af(pi,£i) + <r2I
K

Pk (4-17)
+ TET [a2i-i(Pfc^fc)aL-i(Pfc>4) + a2*(pjk,5fc)ajb(pfc,5fc)]2Pi

k=2 1

P = (pi.il) (4.18)

where I is an N x N Identity matrix.

Having the weights of the filter real leads to a small reduction in the complexity

of forming a timing estimate for the desired user. The derivation of the algorithm is
similar to that previously presented. Maximizing the cost function, f(p, S), produces
a quadratic equation whose roots may be written in closed form. However, one of the

roots produces a trivial result and therefore can be ignored. The other root is given
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by the following equation.

= NwT(m)c(f+1) - cfc(11)wr(m)c(1p) ig^
(N — cfci1))(wT(m)c(1p+1) + wr(m)CiP))

Based on the above equation, the timing estimation algorithm is then modified as

follows:

Step 1. Perform steps 1 and 2 of the previous algorithm.

Step 2. For p = 0,1,..., TV — 1, do the following:

a) Use equation (4.19) to compute the coefficient pi.

b) If 0 < pi < 1, add the cost f(p, pi) to the set T, and add (p + p\) to the
set U.

Step 3. Perform steps 4 and 5 of the previous algorithm.

4.4 Summary

The main contribution of this chapter is the presentation of a timing estimator for
a single-user, based on processing the weights of an adaptive filter. We motivate why
these weights may be used to form a timing estimate by studying how the optimal

weights depend on the DS-CDMA environment for two simple cases. The MMSE

receiver has received considerable attention in the literature. One fact that seems to

be ignored by several authors is that there are performance penalties to be paid for

operating the receiver asynchronous to the desired user [34]. Therefore, one may come

to the wrong conclusion that no advantage is offered by synchronizing the receiver

with the desired user. We present three examples as to why operating the MMSE

receiver synchronous to the desired user is important. Certainly, when the system

capacity is considered we must synchronize the receiver with the desired user, if we
want to support as many users as possible in the DS-CDMA system.

One may argue that the form of the timing estimator is complex since it depends

on, N, the number of chips/bit. However for large N, even using the traditional
correlator for timing estimation becomes complex. In fact, the correlator uses the
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exact same estimation algorithm that we have presented in this chapter. The differ¬

ence between our technique and the correlator, is that we form an estimate based on

observing the filter weights while the correlator forms an estimate by observing sam¬

ples of the received signal. The additional complexity added to the receiver by our

technique is that of running the adaptive filter (LMS 0(2N), RLS 0(N2)). Since the

same adaptive-filter receiver structure can be used for detection, and we have demon¬

strated that synchronization is desired, including the timing estimator in the receiver

should be an acceptable increase in the over-head of implementing the receiver.



CHAPTER 5
CHARACTERIZING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE

TIMING ESTIMATOR

In this chapter, several methods will be presented in an attempt to characterize the

performance of the adaptive filter-based timing estimator in an AWGN channel. We

are interested in developing analytical tools that can be used to obtain performance

measures on the quality of the timing estimate in hopes of avoiding long Monte-

Carlo simulations to get such performance metrics. We first consider a bound on the

probability of correct acquisition when we are only interested in correctly estimating

the chip level timing. Next using traditional techniques, an approximation to the

lower bound on the conditional variance on the timing estimator will be derived. This

expression will be developed by deriving the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) for a fictitious

timing estimator, once several assumptions are made with respect to the statistical

properties of the LMS filter weights. In order to test the quality of these analytical

expressions, they will be compared to simulation results under several different multi¬

user scenarios. Finally, the coarse acquisition performance of the timing estimator

will be observed through Monte-Carlo simulations. The acquisition performance of

the timing estimator will be observed for both the LMS and RLS based adaptive filter

architectures. The effects of multi-access interference on the timing estimator will be

observed for several different scenarios.

5.1 Transient Statistics of the LMS Filter Weights

In order to derive analytical performance metrics on the timing estimator, we

first require knowledge of the statistics of the filter weights as a function of time.

When we developed the timing estimator, we assumed that the filter weights were

37
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independent and jointly Gaussian random variables. Using these assumptions, one

could then completely define the assumed statistics of the filter weights by defining

the filter weight mean vector and the covariance matrix for the filter weights. Since

the filter is adaptive, these quantities will be dependent on the initial conditions of the

filter as well as the length of time that the filter has adapted (and of course somehow

depend on the statistics of the input signal). The next few paragraphs describe how

the statistics of the the LMS filter, using the system model presented in Section 2.2,

may be derived using several assumptions about the filter and its input signal.

One area that has received a fair amount of attention in the literature is the

tracking performance of the LMS filter [31,37-42], The main subject that has been

addressed in these works, is what bounds must be placed on the LMS step-size, //, such

that the filter has desirable convergence properties. One of the properties of interest,

is the convergence of the filter weights about the Wiener-Hopf solution. The filter

is said to be convergent in the mean if lim^oo E[w(n)] = wopt, the solution to the

Wiener-Hopf equation. As an extension of this idea, even if the filter is convergent in

the mean, it would be very desirable to have a finite variance of the filter weights about

wopt. The variance of the filter weights about the Wiener-Hopf solution determines

the level of the mean-squared error at the filter output. As one would expect, the

bound on ¡i required to minimize the mean-squared error of the filter output is less

than the value of /r required for convergence in the mean. An intrinsic part of the

analysis on the limits of /j for such convergence properties, and what we are really
interested in, is a set of equations that describe the characteristics of the filter weights

as a function of adaptation time.

Senne [37] presented a set of iterative equations to describe the time-dependent

filter weight mean vector and the filter weight correlation matrix for an LMS filter

when the filter input was a vector of zero-mean Gaussian random variables. However,
in the system model used in Section 2.2, due to the desired user’s contribution to the
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receiver input, the filter input signal is not zero-mean. We can apply the model used

by Senne to derive a similar set of equations to describe the transient statistics of

the filter weight vector. In order to begin the derivation, we make several assump¬

tion regarding the relationships between the filter weight vector and the input signal.

These assumptions are referred to as the fundamental assumption [37] or indepen¬
dence assumption on the filter statistics and are included here for convenience. The

fundamental assumption consists of three parts which are:

1) Each receiver input vector r(m) is statistically independent of all previous input
vectors and all previous desired filter outputs di(ra).

2) Each desired output d\(m) is dependent on the corresponding input vector r(m)
but is statistically independent of all previous desired outputs and received vectors.

3) All desired quantities and received vectors are mutually Gaussian-distributed ran¬

dom variables.

In many applications of the LMS filter, the filter input vector is sampled at the

same rate as the output of the filter. Therefore, the first part of the fundamental

assumption is clearly not valid in this situation since the elements of r(m — 1) are

shifted by one position in creating r(m). This weakness in the fundamental assump¬

tion under these conditions is what has driven the study of the convergence properties

of the LMS filter. Of noticeable interest is the work by Douglas [42], in which a nu¬

merical algorithm is presented to observe the exact transient statistics of the MSE

convergence of the filter. However, this algorithm is very complex in that a set of

linear equations must be dynamically created and solved based on the number of taps
in the LMS filter. As an example of the complexity of this algorithm, for a five-tap
filter, a set of three-thousand equations were required to solve for the transient MSE

of the filter. Based on this example, applying to this method to a filter with more

taps does not seem reasonable.
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For the adaptive receiver, we have assumed that the input to the filter is sampled

at a rate N times faster than the filter output. This means that r(m) could truly be

statistically independent from all previous receiver inputs. Certainly the contribution

to r(m) from the AWGN is independent from all previous receiver inputs. However,

two symbol intervals of each asynchronous user contribute to r(m). So the first part of

the fundamental assumption, while not being true, will still be asserted and we use the

fundamental assumption to derive the desired equations. We begin the derivation of

the filter transient weight mean vector by manipulating the general LMS filter update

equation given below

w(m + 1) = w(m) — /uu(m)ur(m)w(m) + /xu(m)d(m) (5.1)

where u(m) is the filter input signal. Using the system model defined in Section 2.2,

u(m) = r(m) defined in equation (2.14), with the caret dropped for notational sim¬

plicity in future equations.

We note that the desired filter output is not time-dependent, and will therefore

drop the dependency on m for this quantity. Taking the expectation of both sides of

equation (5.1) will produce the desired filter transient weight mean vector

E[w(m + 1)] = w(m + 1)

= {I — //Rrr} w(m) + ¡lid
(5.2)

where I is an N x N identity matrix, and Rrr = E[r(m)rT(m)] is used for notational

convenience. Once we define the initial conditions on the filter w(0), realize that
r = ai(pi, ¿i) and let d = 1, we can use the previous equation recursively to describe

the filter transient weight mean vector.

In order to develop an iterative equation for the filter transient weight covariance

matrix, equation (5.1) will be used to find an iterative equation for the filter transient

weight autocorrelation matrix defined as Kww(m) = E[w(m)wr(m)]. This derivation
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is described in Appendix B, but the final result is listed below.

Rww{m + 1) = Rww{m) + /xw(m)rTd - /j,Rww(m)Rrr

+ /.¿fwT(m)d — iiRrrRww(m) + fi2Rrrd2
— 2fj?a2 {wr(m)rl + rwr(m) + w(m)rr} d
— 2/i2fwT(m)ffrd + 2/i2cr2Rww(m)rrT (5-3)

+ 2^i2a4Rww(m) + ¿í2<t4 trace(RU)U,(m))I

+ /i2cr2r'rRíí,it,(m)fI + fío2 trace(Ru,u,(m))rrr

+ 2n2a2frTRww(m) + ^2rfTRJl,„,(m)ffT
Given the above equation, we can easily define the transient filter weight covariance

matrix using the following equation once we define w(0), Ru,tl,(0), r and Rrr.

Cww(m) = Rww(m) - w(m)wT(m) (5.4)

As an alternative to equation (5.3), we also consider using the transient weight
error covariance matrix which describes the deviation of the filter weights about the

Wiener-Hopf values as a function of time [31]. This is the same equation used by
Miller [32,33] to study the transient MSE response of the LMS filter. The transient

weight error covariance matrix is defined as

K(m) = E (w(m) - wopt)(w(m) - vv^ (5.5)

and can be evaluated at the mth interval using the following iterative equation.

K(m + 1) = K(m) + ¿i[R,.,.K(m) + K(m)R,.r] + ^2Rrr trace(RrrK(m))
+ p2RrrK(m)Rrr + n2JminRrr

(5.6)

In order to use equation (5.6) we note that K(0) = w0ptwjpt, when w(0) = 0, and
Jmin = 1 - Woptai(pi,¿i). The transient weight covariance matrix can be found as

shown in equation (5.7).
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Cww(m) = E (w(m) - w(m))(w(m) - w(m))

= K(m) - w(m)wr(m) - woptwJpt + w(m)w^pt + woptwT(m)
(5.7)

Several different DS-CDMA environments were simulated, and the transient mean

weight vector and transient autocorrelation matrix of the LMS filter weights were

observed at the mth interval of adaption using the following equations.

1 M
w(m) = ^J^w(m)

i=l

M

= ¿¿w(m)wr(m)1
t=i

(5.8)

(5.9)

These quantities were then used to form an estimate of the transient autocovariance

matrix of the LMS filter weights as

A T ,Cww(m) - Rww(m) - w(m)w (m). (5.10)

Of course, for each trial of a given test, the number of users, the spreading sequences

and propagation delays are fixed. The data sequences for the interfering users and

the AWGN were random during each trial, and independent from trial to trial. The

LMS step-size, n, was chosen such that the filter was convergent in the mean-square.

By comparing the results produced by the above equations to the corresponding

analytically derived quantities, we can in some sense measure the quality of the

analytical expressions.

For the first comparison, a single-user environment was simulated using 31 chips/bit
and a SNR of 10 dB, and T\ = 15.5TC. A set of 3,000 independent trials was used

in computing equations (5.8) through (5.10). Figure 5.1 compares the ||E[w(m)]||
produced by equation (5.2) to the observed simulation results. In order to compare

these two quantities directly, the error is plotted as ||E[w(m)] - W(m)|| in the second

part of the figure.
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Figure 5.1: Performance of equation (5.2) for a single-user system, a) The analytical
mean filter weight vector norm, ||E[w(m)]|| (*), and the simulated mean
filter weight vector norm ||W(m)|| (solid line) plotted as a function of the
training length; b) Comparing the error between the two mean weight
vectors, ||E[w(m)] — w(m)||.

As a second test, a three-user system was simulated. As before the desired user

was received at a SNR of 10 dB and the two interfering users were received at a

power level 10 dB above the desired user. The interfering users had propagation

delays of t? = 6.257Tc and 73 = 28.0125TC. This environment was simulated using
3,000 independent trials. Figure 5.2 compares equation (5.2) to the simulation results.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that the analytical expression for the transient mean weight
vector of the LMS filter given by equation (5.2) closely tracks the corresponding
simulation results. Several other multi-user scenarios with various levels of SNR and

MAI were simulated, and the performance of equation (5.2) was similar to those
shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Therefore, we use equation (5.2) in the sequel when we

require use of an expression for the LMS filter’s transient weight mean vector.
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Figure 5.2: Performance of equation (5.2) for a three-user system, a) The analytical
mean filter weight vector norm, ||E[w(m)]|| (*), and the simulated mean
filter weight vector norm ||W(m)|| (solid line) plotted as a function of the
training length; b) Comparing the error between the two mean weight
vectors, ||E[w(m)] - w(m)||.

A similar test was used to characterize the performance of equations (5.4) and (5.7),
which are the analytical expressions for the LMS filter’s transient weight autocovari¬
ance matrix. We observed that for a single-user environment, both equations gave

similar results. However when multiple-users were present, equation (5.4) initially
tracks the simulation results for Cww(m), but at some point diverges from the simu¬

lation results. However, equation (5.7) was observed to produce similar results, when

compared to Cww(m), regardless of the number of users and the level of the MAI. A

two-user system with the desired user received at a SNR of 10 dB and the interfering
user received at a power level 10 dB above the desired user was simulated for 3,000
trials. The results of comparing the Frobenius norm of equations (5.4) and (5.7) to
the Frobenius norm of the simulated Cww(m) matrix are shown in Figure 5.3. Note
that similar results were observed for other multi-user scenarios. We have observed
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Figure 5.3: Performance of equations (5.4) and (5.7) for a two-user system. The
Frobenius norm of the LMS filter’s transient weight autocovariance ma¬
trix; equation (5.4) (*), equation (5.7) (x) and simulation results (+).

that the Frobenius norm of the difference between equation (5.7) and the simulated

Cww(m) is on the order of 10-20% over several different multi-user scenarios.

We have derived a set of analytical expressions, equations (5.2) and (5.7), that
we will now use to describe the transient model of the LMS filter weights under the

assumption that the weights are jointly Gaussian. Since we are using the weights of
the filter to form a timing estimate of the desired user’s propagation delay, we are

interested in how the transient response of the filter weights determines the quality of
the resulting timing estimate. In the next two sections, we use our analytical model
for the transient weight statistics, in an attempt to characterize the relationship
between the filter weights and the quality of the timing estimate.

5.2 Chip Selection Error Probability
We are interested in developing an analytical expression for the chip selection

error probability when the fractional part of the propagation delay is ignored. That
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is, we want to find an expression for Pr(pi ± pi) when the value of <5i is ignored. In

this case, the propagation delay estimate at the zth iteration of the adaptive filter is

formed as shown below.

Pi = argmaxF(p) p € (0,1,2,..., N - 1)
v

F(p) = |wI'(«)c?'l|2

(5.11)

(5.12)

Therefore, the chip selection error probability can be expressed using a union bound

[43] as

N-l

Prtfi i- Pi) = V PrlF(pi) - F(k) < 0). (5.13)
k—0
fc^pi

Note that each term in the previous equation can be expressed as

F(pi) — F(k) = wT(i) ^c[Pl^(ciPl)) — j w(?)
= WT(t)A|,w(!).

(5.14)

Using our assumption that the filter weights are jointly Gaussian, the expression in

equation (5.14) is just a quadratic form of Gaussian random variables. This type

of expression is common in radar applications, weapon control systems and is also

intrinsic to any discussion of variances of random variables [44]. So we now must

concern ourselves with how to evaluate Pr (wr(i)A;,w(z) < 0). This type of evalua¬
tion has received considerable attention by many researchers [45-50]. The next few
paragraphs will summarize various methods that may be used to handle this problem.

As shown in Appendix C, the distribution of wr(z)Ajtw(z) can be shown to have
the same distribution as

U = ^A¿(VU¿-6¿)2 (5.15)
¿=i

where the are independent Gaussian random variables of zero mean and unit

variance and the terms and 6¿ depend on the transformation matrix Ak as well the
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covariance matrix of the filter weights. Deriving the distribution of equation (5.15)
directly does not appear to be mathematically tractable. However, deriving the

corresponding characteristic function is relatively simple. For a random variable that

has a probability density function of fx(x), the characteristic function is given by
+00

$x(w) = E[exp (Jux)] = j fx{x) exp (jux) dx. (5.16)
— OO

Likewise, if one is given the characteristic function $x(w) then the corresponding

probability density function is found using the inversion formula stated below.

+oo

fx(x) = J $x{uj)exp(-jux)duj
— OO

The characteristic function for equation (5.15) is found to be

(5.17)

1
(5.18)v/1 - 2ju\i

Johnson and Kotz [45] provide an extensive summary of techniques that can be

used to find fy{y) or the Pr(y < t), where t is some given threshold, when the transfor¬

mation matrix Ak is positive definite. For specific restrictions on the and in the

characteristic function, several expansions of <J>y(u;) into power series representations

are presented. Then, the inversion formula in equation (5.17) is applied to each term

in the series to produce fy(y). A matrix A is positive definite when xrAx > 0 for

any non-zero vector x. Therefore, if the transformation matrix Ak is positive definite
then a chip-selection error can never occur and, therefore, Pr(K < 0) = 0. We must

determine if the transformation matrix is positive definite. A sufficient condition for

positive definiteness, is that all of the eigenvalues of the matrix Ak are positive [51].
Without actually computing these eigenvalues, we can test for the possible existence
of negative eigenvalues. It is known that the sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the
trace of the matrix. Since all of the diagonal elements of Ak are zero, there must
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exist negative as well as positive eigenvalues and therefore the transformation matrix

is not positive definite.

Rice [46] provides several numerical techniques that can be used to evaluate

Pr(T < t) through applications of equations (5.18) and (5.17) for a general trans¬
formation matrix. However, it is noted that these techniques can exhibit slow con¬

vergence due to the oscillatory nature of the exponent in equation (5.18). In order
to improve the convergence rate of the numerical integration techniques, a change of
variables that produces a tilting of the integration path is presented. However, the

change of variables is inversely dependent on the desired threshold t, and is therefore

not valid when t — 0, which is the case at hand.

A quadratic form of independent Gaussian random variables, such as shown in

equation (5.15), can also be shown to have the same distribution as a linear sum of

independent non-central x2 random variables [44]. That is, equation (5.15) can also
be represented by

r

(5.19)

where Xj are independent random variables, having non-central \2 distribution with

rij degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter S? for j = 1,..., r and X0 having
a zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution. Davies [50], based on inverting
the corresponding characteristic function [49], presents a numerical technique that
can be used to find the distribution of a linear sum of independent non-central x2
random variables, when the original quadratic form has a general (not necessarily
positive definite) transformation matrix. The technique involves evaluating a series
of exponential terms, where the truncation error is dependent on the number of

terms included in the series. The number of terms required for the integration is
determined approximately by the total number of degrees of freedom and the sum

of the non-centrality parameters as well at the value of t, at which the distribution
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function is to be evaluated. Davies presents a table that list the number of terms

required for integration as a function of these parameters. This table shows that as t

approaches zero, the number of terms required for integration quickly increases from

several hundred to tens of thousands.

Therefore, the techniques of Rice or Davies appear to be applicable to a situation

where the Pr(Y < 0) has to be evaluated very infrequently. Recall that at the

receiver’s ith interval, we have to evaluate Pr(Y < 0) a total of (N—l) times to form a

bound on the chip-selection error probability. If we want to evaluate the chip-selection

probability as a function of the LMS filter’s adaptation time, these techniques become

numerically prohibitive. That is, we found that Monte-Carlo simulations of a specific
DS-CDMA environment produce results for the chip-selection error probability in less
time than is required to evaluate the same quantity using one of Rice’s techniques for
the same environment.

As a means of evaluating Pr(F(pi) — F(k) < 0), we instead turn to the moment

generating function. Instead of trying to evaluate the desired expression explicitly,
we use a Chernoff bound to find an upper bound on Pr(F(px) — F(k) < 0) for each
term in equation (5.13) (see Appendix C for details). We then sum these (N - 1)
Chernoff bounds to find an upper bound on Pr(pi ^ px). An example of the resulting
bound using this method is shown in Figure 5.4. A three-user DS-CDMA environment

was simulated with a SNR of 10 dB, and both interfering users were received at a

power level 10 dB above the desired user. The propagation delays for the users were

T\ — 15Tc, t2 = 6TC and r3 = 28Tc. The LMS step-size, /x, was set to 0.1/(the total
input power) such that the filter was convergent in the mean-square.

There are three curves present in Figure 5.4. The first curve is the simulated

results for the incorrect chip-selection probability, which is plotted using a plus sign
(+). The other two curves are the resulting upper bound for this probability, for
two different applications of the Chernoff/Union bound technique. The solid line,
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represents the upper bound when equations (5.2) and (5.7) are used to describe

the transient mean vector and autocovariance matrix of the LMS filter weights as a

function of the training interval. Note that the resulting upper bound is not very

tight. It seems appropriate to wonder if the looseness of the bound is due to the

Chernoff/Union bound technique, or due to errors present in the model given by

equations (5.2) and (5.7). As a control for this test, the third curve (*) represents the

upper bound found by using the transient mean vector and autocovariance matrix

of the LMS filter weights obtained directly from the simulation. This is slightly
closer to the simulation results, but the upper bound is still very loose. Therefore,
is seems that the application of the Chernoff/Union bounds are the main reason

that the derived upper bound is very loose when compared to the actual simulation

results. Note that this behavior was observed for several other multi-user DS-CDMA

scenarios. Unfortunately, based on this result this technique is not very useful in
terms of characterizing the performance of the timing estimator.

5.3 Approximation for the Conditional Variance of the Timing Estimate

A traditional technique that is used to characterize the performance of an esti¬

mator is to compare the variance of the estimate to the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB).
The CRB is a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator for a given log-
likelihood function [52,53]. In this section, we will use the traditional CRB technique
along with several assumptions, in hopes of forming an approximation to the perfor¬
mance of our timing estimator. Since we are interested in characterizing the transient

performance of our timing estimator, we base our technique on the time-dependent
statistical model for the LMS filter weights given in equations (5.2) and (5.7).

Since we have assumed that the filter weights are jointly Gaussian, equations (5.2)
and (5.7) are sufficient to completely define the time-dependent statistical model for
the LMS filter weight vector. We do not intend to use this model to derive a new

timing estimation algorithm. However, we use this model to derive a CRB, hoping
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Figure 5.4: Comparing incorrect chip-selection probability to the Union-bound for a
three-user system. Simulation results (+), the Chernoff bound using equa¬
tions (5.2) and (5.7) (solid line), and the Chernoff bound using simulated
weight vector statistics (*).

that the result can be used to characterize the conditional variance of our estimate

for ¿i. Using equations (5.2) and (5.7), the time-dependent log-likelihood function at

the mth iteration (ignoring constants) is

1
S(w|¿i,ra) = -- [(w(m) - w(m))TC^(m)(w(m) - w(m))] . (5.20)

The CRB for the above log-likelihood function is then given by the following equation

[52].

Var(áx — ¿i) > < — E
dó¡ }

-i

(5.21)

In order to evaluate the above expression, we require knowledge of how Cww(m)
depends on ¿i, in order to evaluate the required partial derivatives. This does not

appear to be mathematically tractable since, as seen in equation (5.7), we need to

evaluate E[dw(m)/d¿iwr(m)]. In order to continue with this approach, we assume
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that dCww(m)/dóx = 0. Using this assumption, after straightforward algebraic ma¬

nipulations, our approximation to the variance of the <5i estimate is given below.
-i

(5.22)

Several auxiliary equations and initial conditions are required in order to evaluate

equation (5.22). The required auxiliary equations are

(5.23)
OT

_ r(pd i r(pi+:)
d5[~~c' +Cl (5.24)

(5.25)

We hasten to stress that we have used the mechanics of the CRB technique to derive

equation (5.22). However, due to the various approximations used along the way our

result is not a lower bound, and is only intended to provide a rough approximation

to the performance of our estimator.

Several different DS-CDMA environments were simulated in order to verify the
usefulness of equation (5.22) as an approximation to the conditional variance of the

¿i estimate. For the following results, the users’ spreading codes were selected from

a set of Gold codes [5] with 31 chips/bit and the desired user was received at a SNR

of 7 dB. The propagation delay for each user was chosen from a uniform distribution

over the interval [0,7),). Once the spreading codes and delays were selected, they
were considered fixed and the DS-CDMA environment was simulated for 2,000 trials.

Therefore, the variables that were considered random between the individual simu¬

lation trials were the AWGN and the data sequences for the interfering users. Note
that the LMS step-size, ¿í, was always chosen to be 0.1/(the total input power) such
that the filter was convergent in the mean-square.
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Figure 5.5: Comparing the simulated conditional variance of the ¿1 estimate to the
analytically derived approximation in absence of near-far MAI.

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between equation (5.22) (dashed line) and the

standard deviation of the ¿1 about ¿1, conditioned on = p\ (solid line) for several
different scenarios. In this figure, all interfering users are received at the same power

level as the desired user. The results shown in this figure look very promising. The

largest error between the simulation results and equation (5.22), which occurs for

10 users, is 6%. Unfortunately, the usefulness of equation (5.22) quickly disappears
as more users are added to the system, or the level of Pk/P\ is increased (or some
combination of these two conditions). As an example of this statement, Figure 5.6

shows how the approximation fails for several multi-user scenarios where all interfering
users are received at some level above the desired user. Upon review of the derivation

of the approximation, the weakness of the approximation appears to stem from the

assumptions that were made to facilitate the derivation, and not from equations (5.2)
and (5.7) as these have been observed to agree very well with simulation results.
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Figure 5.6: Comparing the simulated conditional variance of the ¿i estimate to the
analytically derived approximation in presence of near-far MAI.

5.4 Coarse Acquisition Performance

In this section, we present numerical results for the acquisition performance of the

timing estimator. We compare the performance of our timing estimator with a well

known conventional technique. One approach to timing estimation in a single-user

spread spectrum system is the correlator. The received signal is correlated with time

delayed versions of the known spreading code, and the timing estimate is given by the
amount of time delay that maximizes the correlation. The receiver forms its estimate

as shown below:

(5.26)

where M is the number of r(m) samples observed before computing the timing es¬

timate. As shown by the above equation, this technique also requires an all ones

training sequence. It is also known to be optimal for a single-user in the presence of
AWGN only, but can be sub-optimal in the presence of multi-access interference.
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Our timing estimator will be computed by processing the weights of either an

LMS filter or RLS filter. For the LMS adaptation results, the LMS step-size n was

chosen to be 0.1/trace(R), where trace(R) is the total filter input power. With

this step-size, the LMS filter was convergent in the mean and also convergent in the

mean-square. As the metric for measuring the performance of the timing estimator,

we observed the average acquisition time of the timing estimator. The acquisition

time is defined as the number of training bits required so that the probability that the

timing estimate is within one half-chip of the true propagation delay of the desired

user is greater the 90 percent. That is, we recorded the smallest value of m such that

Pr (|fi - n| < TJ2) > 90%. (5.27)

In addition, based on the discussion about the advantages of synchronization, we

were interested in observing the root mean-squared estimation error (RMSEE) given
correct acquisition.

RMSEE = ^/^[(fx-nfldn-nl^T^)] (5.28)

The value of the RMSEE gives a measure of how well the receiver could be synchro¬

nized if the timing estimate was used to update the receiver’s timing relative to the

desired user.

Each DS-CDMA environment was simulated for 500 independent trials. For each

trial, the user spreading codes were selected at random from a set of Gold codes using
31 chips/bit. For each trial, the propagation delay for each user was chosen from a

uniform distribution over the interval [0,31), independent from the other users. The

users’ phase-shifts were chosen from a uniform distribution over the interval [ 0, 27t),
independent from the other users. The desired user was received at a SNR of 7 dB.

Also at the start of each trial, the received power level for each interfering user

was selected from a log-normal distribution that had a mean and standard deviation
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of 10 dB. That is, Pk/P\ — 10i/10 where £ is a Gaussian random variable with a mean

of 10 and a variance of 100. The log-normal power distribution was used to simulate

environments where different power levels exist due to shadowing or system power

control error. By choosing the simulation parameters at the start of each trial, and

running many independent trials for each environment, the output of this test is an

estimate of the number of training bits required to achieve coarse acquisition.

Figure 5.7 shows the coarse acquisition performance using the correlator, LMS

filter, and the RLS filter in forming a timing estimate as a function of the number

of users. As shown in this figure, for a few number of users the LMS based timing

estimator offers no advantages over the conventional correlator estimator. However

as the number of users increases, the LMS based timing estimator does perform much

better than the correlator. In addition, the maximum RMSEE for all of the points

on the LMS curve was 0.11TC, which shows that the timing estimator does produce

a reasonable estimate of the desired users propagation delay. But with 15 system

users, on average 240 training bits are required to achieve coarse acquisition. It is well

known that the convergence rate of an LMS filter, which will affect the performance
of the timing estimator, is dependent on the ratio of the largest eigenvalue of R
to the smallest eigenvalue of R. As the level of near-far interference increases this

eigenvalue ratio quickly increases. This plot shows a weakness in using the LMS

adaptation algorithm, not a weakness in the timing estimator.

The results shown in Figure 5.7 for the RLS filter support the previous statement.

For the same DS-CDMA environment, the RLS filter based timing estimate performs
much better than the correlator or the LMS filter. The RLS algorithm requires an

initial positive definite estimate of the data autocorrelation matrix. For this work, the
soft-constrained initialization RLS algorithm was used, in which the initial estimate

of the data autocorrelation matrix is just a positive constant times an identity matrix.
The maximum observed RMSEE was 0.17TC, which is only slightly worse than the
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Figure 5.7: Average training bits required for correct acquisition as a function of the
number of system users in AWGN channel.

results for the LMS based timing estimator. With 15 users (50% system capacity)
the timing estimator can achieve coarse acquisition with 45 training bits, which is

not an unreasonably long training period. For 10 system users, the RLS-based tim¬

ing estimator achieves acquisition about 6 times faster than the LMS based timing
estimator. Clearly, the timing estimator based on the RLS filter performs better, in
terms of acquisition time, then the timing estimator based on the LMS filter.

While it is interesting to observe the performance of the timing estimator as a

function of the number of system users, it is equally important to consider the near-

far resistance of the timing estimator. In other words, for a fixed number of system

users, we would like to see how the number of training bits required to achieve correct

acquisition depends on the level of the multi-access interference. For this test, the user

spreading sequences, phases and propagation delays were chosen using the methods

previously described. The desired user was received at a SNR of 7 dB. However,
the received power level P* for each interfering user was selected from a log-normal
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Figure 5.8: Average training bits for correct acquisition as a function of the level of
multi-access interference in AWGN channel.

distribution that had a mean and standard deviation of X, where X was allowed

to vary over the range of (0,13) dB. For a given value of K, the number of system

users, and a specific value of A, 500 independent trials were used to find the coarse

acquisition performance of the timing estimator. This scenario was used to simulate

an environment in which there is very loose power control, and the desired user is

received at a power level which on average is one standard deviation below the mean

of the power levels of all the interfering users.

Figure 5.8 shows the coarse acquisition performance of the 3 timing estimation

algorithms for 2 system users and 15 system users as a function of the the value of

X. From this figure it is seen that none of the timing estimators are truly near-far
resistant. Clearly, the correlator is very sensitive to the amount of near-far interfer¬

ence, As was observed in the previous plot, the LMS-based timing estimator performs
better than the correlator, and the RLS-based timing estimator performs better than
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the LMS-based timing estimator. For 2 users, the RLS based timing estimation algo¬

rithm could be considered as near-far resistant. When the value of X was set to 0 dB,

only 5 training bits were required to achieve correct acquisition. When the value of

X was set to 13 dB, a much more severe near-far environment, only 7 training bits

were required. With 15 system users, the corresponding number of required training

bits changed from 10 to 75, which we consider as being not enough of an increase in

the training period to label the estimation algorithm as not being near-far resistant.

However, it is clear from this plot that the length of the training period required to

achieve correct acquisition in a system with a severe near-far problem when either

the correlator or the LMS based timing estimator is used is unacceptable.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have attempted to characterize the performance of the timing
estimator. An equation for the transient weight mean vector of the LMS filter weights
was derived and tested under several DS-CDMA environments. Simulation results

have shown that this equation is in close agreement with the true transient mean of

the LMS filter weights. A second equation was derived and tested for the transient

weight autocovariance matrix of the LMS filter weights. This equation works well

for a single-user environment, but does not follow the observed response of the filter

weights for a multi-user situation. Therefore, the weight error covariance matrix was

used to derive a second equation for the transient weight autocovariance matrix. This

equation has been observed to agree within about a 10-20% error of what is observed

through direct simulation. We then used these two iterative equations to derive two

analytical techniques to characterize the performance of the timing estimator.
The goal of the first technique was to provide a means of observing how quickly

the timing estimator can correctly estimate the propagation delay of the desired user,

in a chip-synchronous environment. The idea was to use the analytical expression as
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a means to observe the timing estimator, without running long Monte-Carlo simula¬

tions, or at least to get a sense for how to set up such simulations. Unfortunately,

evaluating the required probability was a difficult task at best, so we used several

methods to form an upper bound on the desired probability. We observed that the

upper bounds were very loose, and so this technique while interesting is of very limited

use.

The second technique was more along the lines of the traditional Cramér-Rao

bound. We desired an analytical expression that could be used as an approximation

to the variance of the ¿i estimate (about the true value of ¿1) conditioned on getting

the integer part of the timing estimate correct. We observed that the resulting ap¬

proximation was useful for few users, with perfect power control, but was not useful

for more general cases.

Lastly, we characterized the performance of the timing estimator using Monte-

Carlo simulation methods. We compared the performance of the adaptive filter-based

timing estimator to a conventional correlator-based timing estimator. The correlator-

based timing estimator is well known to be optimal for a single-user operating in an

AWGN channel, but can be sub-optimal for a multi-user DS-CDMA environment.

The metric used to compare the timing estimator, was the average number of training
bits required such that fx was within one-half a chip of the true value of rx > 90%

of the time. For few users, with low levels of MAI, we observed that the adaptive

filter-based timing estimator offered a slight improvement over the correlator-based

timing estimator. However, as the number of system users increases, both the LMS-

based and RLS-based implementations of the timing estimate perform better than

the correlator, with the advantage going to the RLS-based algorithm. The near-far

resistance of the algorithm was tested, by simulating an environment that could occur

in an open loop system, or a system with very loose power control. Neither the LMS-

based or the RLS-based estimation algorithms are truly near-far resistant. However,
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the change in the length of the required training interval for the RLS-based algorithm

was so minor that we consider it to be near-far resistant.

While it is difficult to directly compare our timing estimator with other techniques,

as some of the other techniques estimate more than a single-user’s parameters, one

observation can be made. The complexity of the estimation algorithm is dependent

on N, the number of chips in one period of a spreading sequence. The complex¬

ity of the estimation algorithm is 0(iV2) above the complexity of the traditional

correlator-based system when the RLS algorithm is used. However, note that for

some environments reliable estimates of T\ are available with training sequences that

are shorter than N symbols long. In a previous chapter, other estimation algorithms

were presented. Most, if not all, had higher complexities and some required training

sequences that were at least N symbols long before a timing estimate could be made.

Therefore, our timing estimator has the advantage over these other estimators when

short training sequences are required, under the condition that our timing estimator

provides reliable estimates.



CHAPTER 6
SIMULATING FADING CHANNELS

Previously, the communication channel was modeled as an AWGN channel. A

more realistic channel model must be used to account for the dispersive effects ob¬

served in urban environments. In urban environments, it is possible for multiple

versions of a transmitted signal to arrive at a receiver due to reflections off of ad¬

jacent buildings, cars or other obstacles. If a total of L versions of the transmitted

signal are received, then the channel is said to have L paths. The signal received from

each path can experience its own time delay, phase shift and attenuation. Therefore,
at the receiver these L signals may add constructively or destructively, a condition

which is known as fading. If relative motion exists between the transmitter and the

receiver (or the reflecting obstacle is in motion), then the received signal is also ob¬

served to have a shift in its carrier frequency. Also, due to relative motion between

the receiver and the transmitter, it is easy to conceive that the characteristics of the

channel change as a function of time and, therefore, a more realistic channel model

will account for the time varying effects observed on the received signal.

Rappaport [54] provides a summary of the various types of fading, as well as pre¬

senting several techniques that can be used to simulate fading channels. Proakis [55]
also presents a characterization of fading channels and discusses the effect of fad¬

ing on the performance of communication systems. The type of fading induced by
a communication channel is dependent on the time/frequency characteristics of the

channel with respect to to the time/frequency characteristics of the transmitted sig¬
nal. Sklar [56] presents several block diagrams that summarize how these relationships
between the channel and the transmitted signal determine the type of fading induced

by the channel. In addition, Sklar presents a summary of traditional techniques that

62
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have been used to mitigate the effects of fading [57]. In the remainder of this chapter,
we will briefly review the various types of fading and discuss how a fading channel

can be simulated.

Consider a multi-path communication channel where there are L distinct paths

with unique propagation delays iq > r2 > . ..r¿_ i > r¿. The quantity — T\ is

defined as the excess delay spread. As expected, this multi-path delay spread causes

time dispersion in the received signal. In fact, if the excess delay spread is significant

when compared to the symbol interval, the channel can be viewed as inducing severe

inter-symbol interference (ISI). That is, one transmitted symbol will contribute to

several symbol intervals at the receiver. Since the number of paths, and hence their

corresponding propagation delays, are assumed to change as a function of time, the

excess delay spread is a random variable. The statistical characteristics of the excess

delay spread relative to the symbol interval along with the frequency characteristics

of the channel and transmitted signal determine if the fading is flat or frequency-
selective.

If a communication channel has a constant gain and linear phase response over

a bandwidth that is greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, then all

frequency components of the transmitted signal’s spectrum will be equally attenuated

by the channel. In this condition, the channel is said to be flat. However, due to the

time varying nature of the multi-path channel, the channel’s impulse response and

hence its frequency response are time variant. In order to characterize the frequency

response of the channel, the coherence bandwidth is defined. The coherence band¬

width of a channel denotes a bandwidth in which different frequency components

experience the same amplitude attenuation. The coherence bandwidth of a multi-

path channel is related to the excess delay spread in some manner. While no exact

relationship between these two quantities exists, there are several well known rules

of thumb [54]. Let the transmitted signal have a bandwidth, Bs, a symbol duration
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T5, while the channel has a coherence bandwidth Be and root-mean-squared excess

delay spread of at. The following statements regarding classification of the fading

channel with respect to the transmitted signal will be described by T5, in order to

describe a general communication system. With T$ used to denote the duration of the

transmitted symbol, we must remember that for a DS-CDMA system Ts is equal to

Tc, the duration of one-chip interval, when applying the following statements. If the

bandwidth of the transmitted signal is much less than the coherence bandwidth of the

channel, Bs <C Bc, and the symbol duration is much greater than the RMS excess

delay spread, Ts >> crt, then the channel induces flat fading. If the bandwidth of the

transmitted signal is greater than the coherence bandwidth of the channel, Bs > Be,

and the symbol duration is less than the RMS excess delay spread, Ts < crt, then the

multi-path channel induces frequency-selective fading. Note that flat fading channel
models are more prevalent since a frequency-selective fading channel can be viewed as

the composite sum of a multi-path channel where each path induces flat fading, but
the propagation delays between the individual paths are set such that the composite

channel induces frequency-selective fading.

Similar to the time dispersion induced by the multi-path delays, relative motion

between a transmitter and its receiver induces dispersion in the frequency domain.

Consider a single-path channel over which a constant amplitude and frequency sinu¬

soidal signal is transmitted. If there is relative motion between the transmitter and

receiver then there is a frequency shift observed in the received signal. The maximum

observable frequency shift, fp, is known as the Doppler frequency or Doppler spread
and is given by

(6.1)
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where v is the relative speed between the two devices in m s 1, C is the speed of light

in free space and fc is the carrier frequency in Hz. When a time-varying multi-path

channel is considered, the observed frequency shift becomes random and time-varying.

The relative speed between a transmitter and receiver determine the rate at which

the impulse response of the channel changes. In order to characterize this rate of

change the coherence time of the channel, Tc, is defined. The coherence time of the

channel is used to characterize the correlation of samples of the channel output. That

is, if two samples of the channel are separated in time by less than the coherence time

of the channel, they will be highly correlated (similar). As before, there are several

known rules of thumb that are used to relate the coherence time of a channel to

the Doppler spread. If the symbol duration is greater than the coherence time of

the channel, Ts > Tc, and the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is less than the

Doppler spread, Bs < /o, then the channel impulse response changes many times

during a symbol interval and the channel induces fast fading. If the symbol interval

is much less than the coherence time of the channel, Ts -C Tc, and the bandwidth

of the transmitted signal is much greater than the Doppler spread, Bs Íd, then

the channel is essentially time-invariant when viewed over several symbol intervals.

In this case, the channel is said to induce slow fading.

The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to characterize the time-varying
statistics of the envelope of the received signal in a flat-fading environment. It is

well known that the random variable z = y/x2 + y2 when x and y are independent
zero-mean Gaussian random variables with equal variánces a2 follows a Rayleigh
distribution. The probability density function for a Rayleigh distribution is given by

otherwise.
(6.2)
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If however there is a dominant path in the communication channel, such as the case

when a line-of-sight (LOS) path exists, the envelope of the received signal is modeled

by a Rician distribution and has a probability density function of

(6.3)
otherwise.

where 70() is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Since the

Rayleigh distribution is just a special case of the Rician distribution, it is easy to

create a fading channel simulator that generates both distributions for the envelope

of the received signal.

The fading channel simulator used in this work is based on Clarke’s [58] channel
model. In that work, the fading was due to the scattering of electro-magnetic waves in

such a way that all paths had the same propagation delay. This means that all paths

form one composite path, and since there is no delay spread the channel induces flat

fading. The received envelope was shown to be a random process whose amplitude

follows a Rayleigh distribution and has an autocorrelation function given by

R(t) = M2nfDT) (6.4)

where J0() is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. Therefore to simulate

a channel based on this model, we must create a random process whose amplitude is

Rayleigh distributed, in such a way that the autocorrelation of the random process

is similar to equation (6.4).
A third-order filter has an transfer function of

(6.5)
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and a corresponding impulse response of

h(t) = (exp(—ctf) [Asin(/3t) - B cos((3t)\ + Cexp(-a>0¿)) u{t) (6-6)

where

A =
UJq

20^?
a = (u0

B — C =

2(1-0

/3 =W1-C2.

By setting uq and C based on the value of the Doppler frequency as shown below,

UJq 2t\J_d
1.2

c = 0.175

(6.7)

(6.8)

the convolution of h[r) with h(—r) closely follows equation (6.4) over the first major

lobe. This means that if a complex white Gaussian noise process is used as the input

to the third-order filter, the autocorrelation of the output process closely follows

equation (6.4) for values of r where samples of the process are highly correlated.

And hence, we use this third-order filter to simulate a flat-fading channel based on

Clarke’s model.

Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of a fading channel simulator based on the

third-order filter that can be used on a digital computer. The continuous-time filter

is converted to a digital filter where the sampling rate is specified, typically equal

to one bit interval. The input to the filter are samples of complex Gaussian noise,

whose real and imaginary parts are independent, have zero-mean and equal vari¬

ances of 1/2. The block diagram accounts for the presence of an LOS, or specu¬

lar component, such that the envelope of the simulator output can follow both the

Rayleigh and Rician distributions. Therefore the output of the channel simulator is
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Samples of
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Gaussian Noise

Figure 6.1: Flat-fading channel simulator.

a sampled complex Gaussian process having a mean of A exp(jcfi) and a variance of

a2 = E [\Ak exp(j0k) - Aexp(j(¡))\2].
In Figure 6.1, two parameters are shown to be a function of a variable called p.

The ratio p — A/a is referred to as the Rician parameter and the pair {A, a) are

normalized so that the fading process has unit power.

<*{p) - R 2 P - 0y/l + p2
(6.9)

A(P)~ nr—TV1 + p
(6.10)

A plot comparing the theoretical probability density functions of the envelope of
the fading process given in equations (6.2) and (6.3), to the those observed through
simulations for two values of p is displayed in Figure 6.2. As shown in this figure,
when p = 0 the envelope of the fading process is Rayleigh distributed, while for

other values the envelope of the fading process follows a Rician distribution. As a

final demonstration of the fading channel simulator, Figure 6.3 displays a typical

realization of a flat Rayleigh fading process. The magnitude of the envelope and
the phase of the fading process are shown when the carrier frequency was 1.8 MHz,
the data rate was 9600 bits-per-second (BPS), and the relative speed between the

transmitter and the receiver was 3 miles-per-hour (MPH). The third order digital
filter, as well as the output of the fading channel simulator where sampled at the
data rate.
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Figure 6.2: Theoretical and simulated probability density function for the envelope
of the fading channel simulator output for two different Rician parameter
values.

Sample Number

Figure 6.3: Magnitude and phase of a slow flat-fading Rayleigh process generated
with a carrier frequency of 1.8 GHz, a vehicle speed of 3 MPH, and a
data rate of 9600 BPS.
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Consider simulating a single-user DS-CDMA system operating in a fading channel

environment. For a given Doppler frequency, the fading channel simulator is created

and assume that both the third-order filter as well as the simulator output are sam¬

pled at the symbol rate. In a non-fading channel the contribution to the receiver’s

input during the mth symbol interval due to the user is given by Ji(m) as shown
in equation (2.7). Multiplication of Ji(m) by the mth sampled output of the fading
channel simulator, A(m) exp(j0(m)), at each symbol interval will produce an input

to the receiver whose envelope experiences fading. In order to simulate a multi-user

fading channel DS-CDMA system, each user should have its own fading process that
is independent from all other users. We could implement K independent fading chan¬
nel simulators, and then multiply Jfc(m) by the output of the corresponding fading
channel simulator. However, a simpler approach was used in this work. A single

fading channel simulator was created for a specified Doppler frequency. Then a very

large sequence of samples of the fading process was created. Consider two samples
of this sequence, A(n) exp{j0(n)) and A(n + m) exp(j0(n + m)). We know that if m
is chosen appropriately then the correlation between the samples becomes negligible,
and therefore we can treat the samples as being independent. Using this idea, the

original sequence was partitioned into K sequences such that each sequence is con¬

sidered to be independent of each other. That is, the sequence for the first user was

created using samples (1,2,..., m), while the sequence of the second user was created

by using samples (m + 1, m + 2,..., 2m), and so on for each user.



CHAPTER 7
CODE ACQUISITION IN NON-STATIONARY ENVIRONMENTS

It is well-known that training an adaptive filter in a non-stationary environment

can be difficult [31]. Since our timing estimator is based on processing the weights

of the adaptive filter, a study of how the estimator is affected by such environments

is required. In this chapter, we will consider timing acquisition in two such environ¬

ments. The first environment occurs due to non-ideal down-conversion of the received

signal due to frequency synchronization errors. When this condition occurs, the input

to the adaptive filter has a time-varying phase induced on it. The second condition

to be studied is when the received signal has experienced fading, in which case both

the amplitude and phase of the received signal are time-varying.
Barbosa and Miller [13] studied the adaptive detection of DS-CDMA signals in

fading channels. In particular, they studied the performance of the adaptive receiver

shown in Figure 4.1 operating in frequency non-selective fading channels. They found
that this receiver structure does not work in a Rayleigh-fading channel. When the

desired user’s signal experiences a deep fade, the receiver frequently loses lock on

the desired signal. When the desired user’s signal emerges from the deep fade, the
receiver may emerge into any of 3 possible states:

1. correctly locked on phase to the desired user’s signal;

2. locked 180° out of phase to the desired user’s signal; or

3. locked either in phase or 180° out of phase to any of the interfering user signals.
In a single-user environment, only the first two of these conditions are possible. The
first condition is desired. The second condition is not due to the filter’s inability to

track the rapid phase changes during a deep fade. It is due to the fact that since the

decisions are unreliable in a deep fade (many errors occur in the feedback loop) the

71
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filter is essentially running “blind” during the deep fade. Once the filter locks onto the

desired user’s signal at 180° out of phase, errors will continue to occur. This problem

can be handled by differential encoding and decoding of the data sequence. The third

condition is catastrophic, and is what renders this receiver structure useless in this

type of environment. Barbosa and Miller proposed a modified receiver structure to

alleviate these problems. The next few paragraphs describe this receiver structure

and its derivation.

The main problem with the adaptive receiver structure shown in Figure 4.1 seems

to be loss of phase lock during deep signal fades. Therefore, it stands to reason

that if reliable estimates of the fading process can be made, these phase variations

could be removed from the input to the adaptive filter, Then, maybe the adaptive

receiver could perform adequately, even in a Rayleigh-fading channel. In a near-far

environment, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio for the desired user’s signal
would probably be too small to allow for phase estimation without a complicated

estimation procedure. However, the filter suppresses the multi-access interference

such that the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio at the filter output is higher than
the same quantity at the filter input. Therefore, the filter weights are used in the

channel estimation procedure.

By taking the real part of the received signal prior to entering the adaptive filter,
the weights of the filter are real and, therefore, the filter makes no attempt to track

the phase of the received signal. Noisy estimates of the amplitude and phase of the

fading process during the mth bit interval for the desired user may be formed as

7{m) = di(m)wr(m)r(m). The weights of the filter are updated at the bit rate,

which means that 7(771) can be updated at the bit rate. Therefore, we must predict
the channel conditions for the current bit interval based on previous values of 7(777).
An Lth-order linear predictor is used to form the current estimate of the channel
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conditions, based on past estimates as shown in equation (7.1),
L

7 {m) = ^2aa{m-i) (7.1)
1=1

and the estimate of the phase during the mth bit interval is found by 6^m = Z7(m).
The coefficients of the Lth-order linear predictor are chosen to minimize the mean-

squared error E[|ai,m exp(j0im) — 7(ra)|2], where c*i,m and 0i,m are the amplitude and

phase induced on the desired user by the channel during the mth bit interval. The

solution of these coefficients depends on the weights of the MMSE filter, which depend
on the multi-access interference. In order to remove this dependence, the coefficients

were calculated for a single-user system, and then are used for all other environments.

Not surprisingly, the coefficients of the Lth-order linear predictor, a. are found by

a = C-1v (7.2)

where

M¿ = 1 - (mfDTb)2 *€{1,2,...,/,} (7.3)

{B}y = 1 “ ((* “ j)*fDTbf i,ie{l,2,...,L} (7.4)
C = B + (Eb/Ky1! (7.5)

and I is an L x L Identity matrix and fD is the maximum Doppler frequency induced

by the channel. It is important to remember that these equations were derived for

a single-user and, therefore, in the presence of multi-access interference the channel

estimator may be very far from optimal.

The modified form of the adaptive receiver, using the Lth-order linear predictor

designed by Barbosa and Miller (equations (7.2) through (7.5)) is shown in Figure 7.1.
Now that we have presented the background of this receiver, we summarize several
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important results presented by Barbosa and Miller [13]. They found that the perfor¬
mance of the receiver (detection) is insensitive to L, the order of the linear predictor.

Also, unlike the unmodified form, the performance of the detector is independent of
the rate of the fading process as the detector performed equally well in slow-fading as

well as fast-fading. However, the most important result is the effect of the modified

receiver structure on the system capacity. For a given level of probability of bit error

rate, it was found that the structure in Figure 7.1 could support more users than the

conventional receiver (which is a correlator). In fact, it was shown that the system

capacity when using the modified receiver structure can be made to approach 100%

(N users), while the conventional receiver typically restricts the system capacity to
on the order of 10-20%.

Several comments about the modified receiver structure as it relates to timing
acquisition are required at this point. Barbosa and Miller were interested in detection,
and the weights of the adaptive filter were initialized close to their steady-state values.
The result is that the Lth-order linear predictor can make reliable estimates of the

channel conditions at the start of their simulations. In this work we are interested in

timing acquisition, and therefore the weights of the adaptive filter are initialized to
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a vector of all zeros. This means that most likely the initial estimates of the channel

phase will be incorrect. As seen in Figure 7.1, the phase compensation operation,

Re r(m) exp(—j9\^m) , causes a delay in the build of energy in the filter since when

0\m — Oi(m) is significant, the phase compensation operation rejects some of the

desired user’s input signal from the input to the adaptive filter. The time to achieve

correct acquisition will be dependent in some manner on the transient response of

the channel estimation algorithm.

7.1 Frequency Synchronization Errors

Consider the situation that occurs when the frequency of the A:th user’s transmit¬

ting oscillator is not equal to the frequency of the receiver’s oscillator. In this case

after down-conversion, the input to the adaptive filter for the kth user will have a

linearly time-varying phase. In order to model this effect, we assume that the fre¬

quency offset for the kth user, Au>k, can be expressed as Au>k = 2n/(NTcMk) where

Mk is a positive integer and NTC is the bit interval.

Using this notation, we can model the input to the adaptive filter using equa¬

tion (2.6) once we re-define Jk(m) as shown below.

(7.6a)
Z2k-i(m)v2k-i(Pk, 4) + z2k(m)v2k(pk, 4)

where the nth components of v2k-i(pk,ók) and v2k(pk,Sk) are given by:

(7.6b)
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As a sanity check of these equations, note that in the limit Mk —»■ oo the above

equations reduce to the previous definition of Jfc(m).
The results in Figure 7.2, show the acquisition performance of the estimation

algorithm in the presence of frequency synchronization errors. The desired user was

received at a SNR of 10 dB, and 4 interfering users were each received at a power level

10 dB above the desired user. The desired user was assumed to have a frequency offset

of 1% of the data rate (Mi = 100), while all other users had a frequency offset of 2%

of the data rate (M2-5 = 50). The timing offsets and initial phase-offsets for each user

were chosen at random, for each of the 250 trials. For each trial, 3 independent RLS

filters were run in parallel. The first filter was uncompensated, while the second filter

used the modified receiver structure with a 10th-order linear predictor to estimate

the channel phase. As a control, the third filter was compensated with the known

phase induced on the desired user at each bit interval. By doing this, the effects of

the transient response of the channel estimation algorithm on the timing estimator

can be avoided.

As shown in Figure 7.2, the uncompensated filter was initially able to form a good

estimate of propagation delay for the desired user. However, the filter was unable

to track the phase of the input signal and therefore the timing estimation algorithm

eventually breaks down. When the modified receiver structure is used, and the input

signal is compensated using perfect knowledge of the phase induced on the desired

user, the timing estimation algorithm works very well. Once again, this is due to the

fact that the transient response of the channel estimator and the phase compensation

operation are not causing a delay in the build-up of the desired user’s signal in the
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Figure 7.2: Acquisition performance of the adaptive receiver in a five-user environ¬
ment in presence of frequency offset errors.

weights of the adaptive filter. The 10th-order linear prediction compensated filter,

unlike the uncompensated filter, is able to achieve correct acquisition at the cost of

an increase in the length of the training interval.

Considering the results of Figure 7.2, it seems reasonable that a hybrid of the

uncompensated and compensated filters may be useful in forming a timing esti¬

mate. That is, it may be possible to start acquisition using an uncompensated filter

(with complex weights) and at some point switch to the compensated filter (with real

weights) such that we get better acquisition performance. We will address this idea

in the next section where we study the performance of the acquisition algorithm in a

flat-fading channel.
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7.2 Performance in Flat-Fading Channels

We model the input to the adaptive filter using equation (2.6), by defining the

contribution of the kth user during the mth bit interval as

Jfc(m) = afc(m)exp(j0fe(m)) [z2k-i{m)a2k-i(pk,Sk) + z2k{'rn)&2k{Pk,&k)\ (7-7)

where ock{m) and 0fc(m) are the amplitude and phase induced on the kth user’s signal

by the fading process during the mth bit interval. The fading process for each user is

assumed to be independent of the fading process induced on each of the other users.

The fading parameters, ajt(m) and 9k{m), are taken from samples of the flat-fading

channel simulator described in the previous chapter.

As a first test of the acquisition algorithm, a ten-user DS-CDMA environment

was created with a SNR of 10 dB and all interfering users were received at the same

power level as the desired user (in the absence of fading). A slowly flat-fading channel

was created for each user, using a carrier frequency of 1.8 GHz, a data rate of 9600

BPS, and a speed of 3 MPH. These parameters are commonly used to simulate a

personal communication system (PCS) environment in which the users are mobile at

walking speeds. The resulting Doppler frequency, fD, is 8 Hz which is a normalized

rate (normalized to the data rate) of 8.4 x 10-4.
To test the acquisition algorithm in this environment, a bank of four parallel RLS

filters was used. One filter, was uncompensated as shown in Figure 4.1, and processed

the received signal using complex weights. Two of the filters, used the architecture

shown in Figure 7.1 with a Lth-order linear predictor for the channel estimator. In

the following, we will refer to each of these filters as the modified MMSE receiver.

One of the modified MMSE receivers compensated the received signal using only
the phase estimate of 7(m) (as shown in Figure 7.1). The second modified MMSE

receiver compensated the received signal using both the amplitude and phase of 7(771).
The fourth filter, referred to as the hybrid receiver, was an ad-hoc mixture of the
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two receiver structures. The idea of the hybrid receiver is to jump-start the channel

estimation algorithm by pre-loading the adaptive filter’s weight vector, w(m), and the

linear predictor vector, 7, hopefully bypassing some of the learning curve required to

form reasonable channel estimates otherwise. The hybrid receiver uses the structure

of Figure 4.1 for 20 bit intervals without making timing estimates. After the 20th bit

interval, the receiver forms an estimate of T\ and then makes an estimate of 9i using

equation (4.14a). This phase estimate is loaded into the L-elements of 7, and the

imaginary parts of the filter’s weight vector and the inverse of the correlation matrix

are removed. The receiver then switches to the modified receiver structure shown in

Figure 7.1, and starts the timing and channel estimation algorithms using the (now

real) weights of the adaptive filter.

The results of this test when a third-order linear predictor was used for the channel

estimation algorithm are shown in Figure 7.3. As seen in this figure, the acquisition

algorithm based on processing the weights of the uncompensated filter performs bet¬

ter than any of the other techniques. In general, this situation will not occur as the

level of the MAI changes and/or the Doppler frequency changes, and results similar

to that shown in Figure 7.2 can be expected. Barbosa and Miller [13] observed the
detection performance of the modified MMSE receiver was insensitive to L, the order

of the linear predictor used in channel estimation. In addition, they compensated the

received signal by only using the phase of the channel estimate, 7(777), as no advan¬

tage was observed by also using the amplitude of 7(771) to compensate the received

signal. Since they were interested in detection, they did not observe the start-up

transient of the channel estimation algorithm as the weights of the adaptive filter

were initialized to their steady-state values. In Figure 7.3, we observe the effects of

the start-up transient of the channel estimation algorithm on the performance of the

timing estimation algorithm for the modified MMSE receiver. Unlike the observations

of Barbosa and Miller, it is observed that including the channel amplitude estimate
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Figure 7.3: Performance of the acquisition algorithm in a slowly flat-fading Rayleigh
channel using a third-order linear predictor for the channel estimation
algorithm.

in the compensation operation imposes a severe penalty in the performance of the

timing estimate when compared to the performance of the timing estimate when only
the channel phase estimate is used. To study the effects of the value of L on the

timing estimation algorithm, the same DS-CDMA environment was observed when

a tenth-order linear predictor was used in the channel estimation algorithm. These

results are shown in Figure 7.4. Once again, unlike the observations of Barbosa and

Miller, the performance of the timing estimation algorithm is sensitive to the value of

L. When a tenth-order linear predictor is used in the channel estimation algorithm,
the timing estimation algorithm performs better than when a third-order linear pre¬

dictor is used as noted by the difference between the rates of convergence of the two

probability curves in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. For a variety of DS-CDMA environments

(Doppler frequency, MAI, and number of users), it has been observed that no signif¬
icant improvement in the performance of the timing estimator is achieved by using
a higher order linear predictor in the channel estimation algorithm. Therefore, in
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Figure 7.4: Performance of the acquisition algorithm in a slowly flat-fading Rayleigh
channel using a tenth-order linear predictor for the channel estimation
algorithm.

the sequel when we refer to the modified MMSE receiver we are using a tenth-order

linear predictor and only the phase of the channel estimate is used to compensate

the received signal. As seen in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, even-though the hybrid receiver

has been formulated in an ad-hoc fashion the resulting performance of the timing
estimator clearly shows that the idea has its merits.

In order to further test the hybrid receiver, a study of the effects of the level of

MAI on the performance of the timing estimation algorithm similar to that shown

in Figure 5.8 was performed. The carrier frequency was 900 MHz, the data rate was

9600 BPS, and the relative speed between the receiver and all of the system users was

assumed to be 65 MPH. This scenario is used to depict a DS-CDMA system in which

the users are traveling at highway speeds. The Doppler frequency induced by the

flat-fading channel was 87 Hz, which is a normalized Doppler rate of 9.1 x 10~3. Each

DS-CDMA environment was simulated for 500 independent trials. For each trial,
the user spreading codes were selected at random from a set of Gold codes using
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Figure 7.5: Comparing the average training bits for correct acquisition as a function
of the level of multi-access interference in a flat-fading channel.

31 chips/bit. For each trial, the propagation delay for each user was chosen from a

uniform distribution over the interval [0,31), independent from the other users. The

desired user was received at a SNR of 10 dB. Also at the start of each trial, the received

power level Pk for each interfering user was selected from a log-normal distribution
that had a mean and standard deviation of X dB. That is, Pk/P\ = 10^10 where

£ is a Gaussian random variable with a mean and standard deviation of A dB. By

varying the number of system users and the level of the MAI, it is possible to study
the performance of the hybrid receiver in conditions where the uncompensated filter

shown in Figure 4.1 doesn’t perform well, but the hybrid initialization technique may

improve the acquisition performance over that offered by just the modified MMSE

receiver alone.

The results of this test are shown in Figure 7.5 for a three-user and ten-user DS-

CDMA system where the level of the log-normally distributed interference (X) ranged
from 0 dB to 13 dB. For both the three-user and ten-user systems, the hybrid receiver

performs better than the modified MMSE receiver in terms of the average training
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Figure 7.6: Performance of the timing acquisition algorithm using the hybrid and
modified MMSE receivers.

bits required in order to achieve acquisition to within a half-chip of T\. When the

hybrid receiver was used in the three-user environment, the performance of the timing
acquisition algorithm appears to be independent of the level of the MAI. This result

is due to the length of the training cycle used in the hybrid receiver before timing
estimates are actually made (20 bits). For a three-user system, the uncompensated
filter is able to make reliable timing estimates prior to 20 training bits and, therefore,
it may be possible to use a shorter training interval for the hybrid receiver initial¬
ization cycle without degrading the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm.
The length of the training cycle used to initialize the hybrid receiver is sensitive to

the number of system users and the level of the MAI. However, over the range of users
and log-normally distributed MAI depicted in Figure 7.5, 20 bits of training provide
the hybrid receiver with a definite advantage over the modified MMSE receiver in

terms of timing acquisition performance.
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A situation in which the hybrid receiver offers no advantage over the modified

MMSE receiver is shown in Figure 7.6. This result is for the same DS-CDMA envi¬

ronment tested in Figure 7.5, however there are fifteen system-users and X = 1 dB for

all of the log-normally distributed interfering users. This plot readily demonstrates

how the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm using the hybrid receiver

is “modulated” by the performance of the uncompensated filter and the length of
its training cycle before switching to the modified MMSE receiver structure. While

decreasing the length of the training cycle below 20 bits might not affect the per¬

formance of the timing acquisition algorithm, certainly increasing the length of the

training cycle to 100 bits would be disastrous.

7.3 Summary

Barbosa and Miller [13] studied the performance of the MMSE receiver in a flat¬

fading channel, and discovered that the MMSE receiver doesn’t work in a flat-fading
Rayleigh channel. They proposed a modified receiver structure which compensates

the received signal such that the adaptive filter doesn’t attempt to track the phase
of the desired user’s signal. In this chapter, the modified MMSE receiver structure

was used to study the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm in two en¬

vironments in which the input to the adaptive filter was non-stationary. While the

timing acquisition algorithm is applicable to use with the modified MMSE receiver, it
has been observed that the start-up transient of the channel estimation algorithm de¬

grades the performance of the timing estimation algorithm by increasing the length
of the training interval required to achieve correct acquisition. A hybrid receiver

structure has been presented to circumvent some of the start-up transient response of
the channel estimation algorithm. The hybrid receiver uses a short training interval
to form an estimate of the phase induced on the desired user, §i, and then uses the

modified MMSE receiver with the channel estimator pre-loaded with §i to continue

the timing acquisition cycle. Through simulation results of a DS-CDMA system, it
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has been observed that the timing acquisition algorithm based on the hybrid receiver

structure can offer an improvement over that of the modified MMSE receiver. How¬

ever, the initialization cycle for the hybrid receiver is based on an uncompensated

MMSE receiver and therefore with an inappropriate choice of the length of the initial

training cycle, it is possible for the performance of the timing acquisition algorithm
for the hybrid receiver to be worse than that offered by the modified MMSE receiver

alone.



CHAPTER 8
INCREASED WINDOW OF OBSERVATION AND TIMING ACQUISITION

In previous chapters, the adaptive receiver was used to form a timing estimate of

the propagation delay for the desired user. Since the receiver only observed one bit

interval of information at a time, the desired user is forced to use an all ones training

pattern during the code acquisition cycle. However, it is possible to use a known

sequence of ones and zeros to train the adaptive receiver, if the receiver observes more

than one bit interval of information at a time. By letting the observation window of

the receiver be two bit intervals, a full data bit (and possibly two bit transitions) are

guaranteed to occur within the observation window. This increase in the observation

window also allows for more than one user to be in the code acquisition mode at the

same time.

8.1 Updated System Model

In this section, the system model for an observation window of two bit intervals will

be presented. This model is just a special extension of that presented in Section 2.1,
however a notation similar to that presented by Madhow [59] will be used. As with
the previous system model, the receiver converts r(t) to a baseband signal and passes

R(t) through a filter matched to the chip pulse shape and the output of the filter is

sampled at the chip rate. As before, we let the quantity rm^n represent the nth chip
sampled output during the receiver’s mth bit interval.

TnTi,-\-(n-\-l)Tc

Tm'n ~ \/2~P[T f € C. (8.1)
mTb+nTc
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During each bit interval, a total of N chip samples are gathered and grouped with

the N chip samples from the previous bit interval such that

r(m) = {Xm—1,0) I'm—1,1) • • • > I'm,0) Tm,\i • • • i ^m,N— l) (8.2)

and it is this vector quantity that will be used as the input to the adaptive receiver.

As with the previous system model,

r(m) =¿
Jt=i

where Jk(m) is the contribution to the received vector from the kth user during the
mth receiver bit interval. Let the (4,m represent the data bit for the kth user that falls

completely in the two bit observation interval during the receiver’s mth bit interval.

Unlike before, we now define the propagation delay for the Arth user to be rk G [0,T¡,]
such that rk — pkTc + SkTc with pk G {0,1,..., N - 1} and 0 < Sk < 1, or rk = NTC.
Let ak represent a vector of length 2N consisting of the N elements of the spreading
sequence for the kth user followed by N zeros.

C/e, 1) • • • > Ck,N—1) 0j • • • > 0) (8.4)

Let T^'0 represent the nth left acyclic shift of a vector, while represents the nth

right acyclic shift of a vector. Both functions operate on and produce vectors with

2N elements. Using a general vector x = (rr0,£i,... ,x2n-i)t these functions are

defined below.

T^(x) = Tj^(x) = x (8.5)
Ti1}(x) = (xi,x2,...,x2N-i,0)T (8.6)

r-1}(x) = (x2w-i,0,...,0)t (8.7)

T2)(x) = (0, X0, X\, .. .,x2N-2)t (8.8)

Jfc(ra) exp(j9k) + Nm G C:QNxl (8.3)
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TfiN_1)(x) = (O,..., O, x0)T (8.9)

t£°(x) = T^(x) = (0,...,0)r Vn>2N (8.10)

Using the above definitions we can now define the kth user’s contribution to the

received vector as

Jfc(^) — dk,m—k dk'fnVfc + dfc,m+lV^. (8.11)

where

V,-1 = (1 - 4)Tf-w)(a*) +
v» = (1 - ít)Tg*>(a») + 4T£*+1)(a*)
vi = (1 - í»)TSf,+M)(a») + itT^,+"+1|(al)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

Using this notation, the autocorrelation matrix of the adaptive filter’s input and the

steering vector are evaluated as shown below.

R = E [r(m)rH(m)]
=

y (v*:lK“l)r + vM)r + v¿(v¿)T)
fc=i v '

(8.15)

+ 2<j2I

p = E[r(m)di,m] = v? exp(j6»i) (8.16)

8.2 Updated Timing Estimation Algorithm
We are interested in developing a new timing estimator for the propagation delay

of the desired user, now that we have increased the length of the filter. We will use

the same procedure as before. That is, the weights of an MMSE filter for a single-
user will be used to form the timing estimator. Therefore, we need to calculate the

weights of the optimal filter for a single-user operating in an AWGN channel. In
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order to study the weights of the Wiener-Hopf filter, we consider the case where we

apply the equivalent phase-synchronous model for the equations listed above. As in

the other system model, this means the filter weights become real and the complex

exponential term is removed from the steering vector expression. In this case, the

optimal weight vector is found using the Wiener-Hopf equation with Rwopt = v°,
where we let wopt = avf1 + + cv}.

The coefficients of the optimal weight vector, a, b and c, are given by the solution

to the following equation.

^d-llvr1!!2
(vfTv? G2 + ||Vl

(vrTv? (vrTvi
0"2 (V0)TV1

,1II2

a 0

b = 1

c 0

(8.17)

(vr )rvJ (v?)TvJ a2+ ||Vi,

Using the above equation, we see that the a and c coefficients can only be zero when

both vf1 and v{ are orthogonal to v°. This condition occurs when ^ = 0. However,
in the general case when 8\ ^ 0, the a and c coefficients will be much smaller in

magnitude than the b coefficient, since vi: and v{ are only non-zero in one chip-

position where v° is non-zero also.

Based on this result, we will ignore the contributions of the vf1 and vj vectors on

the Wiener-Hopf weights when we develop the timing estimator. Using the weights of
the adaptive filter, we estimate the propagation delay for the desired user by finding
the set (0,Q,p,8) that minimize ||w(m) - /3vJ exp(j0)||2. As in the case where the

receiver only observes one bit of information, the estimate of T\ is given by the set

{p, ¿} which maximize the cost function f(p,8) given below.

f{pJ) = l(v?)rw(m)
11trO112 (8.18)

Maximizing / (p, 8) with respect to 8 produces a quadratic equation whose coeffi¬

cients depend on the value ofp. Therefore for each possible value of p G {0,1,.... N —

1} we must find the roots of the quadratic equation D2(p)p2 + Di(p)p + D0{p), where
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the coefficients are given by the following set of equations.

D0(p) = NA1(p) + 2CA0(p)

D\(p) = 2NA2(p) - iCA0(p)

D2 (p) = — 2C(A2(p) + Ai(p))

C =N- afT^iaO
A0(p) = |w//(m)T^(a1)|2
Ai(p) = 2Re (T^)(ai))rw(m)w/i(m)T^+1)(a1)

- 2A0(p)

A2(p) = |w/i(m)T^,+1)(a1)|2 - Ax(p) - A0{p)

(8.19a)

(8.19b)

(8.19c)

(8.19d)

(8.19e)

(8.19f)

(8.19g)

The propagation delay estimation algorithm for the desired user is summarized

as follows. Let T represent the set of costs corresponding to the set of candidate

estimates of (p,6), denoted by U. We can find the maximum of f(p,6) as follows:

Step 1. Let T = {/(0,0), /(1,0), /(2,0),..., f(N, 0)}.
Step 2. Let U = {0,1,2,..., A^}.

Step 3. For p = 0,1,..., N — 1, do the following:

a) Compute the coefficients D2(p), D\(p), D0(p).

b) Solve for the two roots of the quadratic equation, p\ and p2

c) If 0 < pi < 1 for i E {1,2}, add the cost f{p,p,i) to the set T, and add

(p + pi) to the set U.

Step 4. Let ¿4 denote the kth element of the set U. Then f = Z4, where k = max7j.
j

Step 5. The estimates of px and are given by pi(ra) = [fj and Si(m) — f — [fj,
where rounds x to the nearest integer towards zero.

The updated system model/timing estimation algorithm are briefly tested to

demonstrate what affects, if any, are observed on the performance of the timing
estimate. In Chapter 4, several plots of the cost function, f(p,S), are shown to
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Figure 8.1: Plot of the cost function /(p, ¿) for a fifteen-user system when the receiver
observes two bit-intervals.

demonstrate how the timing estimate is formed under two given scenarios when the

Wiener-Hopf weights are used. In Figure 4.4, the cost function is shown for an envi¬

ronment where there are fifteen-users and SNR = 7 dB, T\ — 15.25TC and all of the

interfering users are received at a power level 10 dB above the desired user. Using the

timing estimator of Chapter 4, the resulting timing estimate is T\ = 7.43TC. Clearly,
in this environment the system is overloaded to the point where a reliable estimate is

infeasible. Using the same environment, we plot the cost function for the case when

the receiver observes two-bit intervals in Figure 8.1. In this case, the timing estimate
is T\ = 15.1523TC which is a reliable estimate. We can justify this improved perfor¬

mance, to some extent, by considering how the timing estimate is formed for the two

different system models. When the receiver observes only one-bit interval, the filter

weights are processed with a cyclic-shift of the spreading code of the desired user.

In the case when the receiver observes two-bit intervals, an acyclic-shifting operation
is used. The difference between the two operations results in the side-lobes (those
values of r not near Ti) of the cost function being modulated differently. Therefore, it
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Figure 8.2: Comparing the performance of the timing estimator when the receiver
observes 2-bit intervals (*) versus observing 1-bit interval (solid line) as
a function of the MAI.

is easy to conceive that it is possible (but not guaranteed) that the amplitude of the

peak side-lobe in Figure 4.4, is reduced in amplitude such that the correct estimate

is formed.

As a further test of the updated system model/timing estimation algorithm we

compare the performance of the timing estimate to those results shown in Figure 5.8.

The near-far performance of the timing estimate was observed for a multi-user envi¬

ronment with a SNR = 7 dB, and all interfering users received at power levels that

were log-normally distributed. The power of each interfering user relative to the de¬

sired user was Pk/Pi = 10f/10, where f was a Gaussian random variable with mean

and standard deviation of X dB. The performance of the timing estimate when the

filter weights are adapted using the RLS algorithm is shown in Figure 8.2 for both

system models. A seen in this figure, there is only a slight difference between the

performance of the two systems over a wide range of users and level of MAI.
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8.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have modified the system model so that the receiver observes

two bit intervals of data. If only one bit interval of data is observed, the training

sequence is restricted to being an all ones sequence to avoid bit transitions in the

desired user’s received signal. By letting the receiver observe two bit intervals of

data, the desired user can now send a known data sequence during training. In

addition, it is possible for more than one system user to be in the code acquisition

mode at the same time.

Another possible advantage of using a longer observation window, is due to what

the receiver can do after acquiring code acquisition. Consider what happens when

the receiver only observes one bit interval of information. After code acquisition, the

receiver must update its system timing relative to the received signal, in order to

maximize the system capacity. This means that the filter will have to enter another,

possibly long, training cycle to adjust the weights so that data detection can begin.
In the case when two bit intervals are observed by the receiver, the length of the
second training cycle may be reduced. Once the receiver has an estimate of the

desired user’s propagation delay, the receiver could update its timing and weights
relative to the desired user’s signal at the same time. That is, out of the 2N weights,
the filter could pick out the appropriate bank of consecutive N + 1 weights and then

operate on those weights. This would allow the receiver to decrease its complexity
after code acquisition. Since the weights of the N + 1 length filter are initialized to

those values that are within a chip of being synchronous with the desired user, it is
feasible that the filter can begin data detection quickly and slowly adjust its timing
to get synchronous with the desired user.



CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

9.1 Summary

The near-far problem is an impediment in the development of asynchronous DS-

CDMA communication systems. The near-far problem exists when various system

users are received at very dissimilar power levels. Conventional detectors are sensitive

to the near-far problem, in that it is possible for the multi-access interference to com¬

pletely destroy the receiver’s ability to detect a weak user. Several near-far receivers

exist, but their complexity and the amount of required side-information make them

impractical to implement. Those researchers that study the problem of detection in

asynchronous DS-CDMA environments usually assume that the receiver operates syn¬

chronous to the desired user. Traditionally the bit-error-rate is used to determine the

overall system capacity. However, earlier work has shown that the ability to achieve

code synchronization, and not the bit-error-rate, will determine the overall system

capacity. This motivates the need for near-far resistant synchronization methods.

In Chapter 3, a review of several proposed timing estimation algorithms was

presented. It was shown that each of these techniques were of rather high complexity.
The MMSE receiver is well-known to be near-far resistant and is receiving considerable
attention in the literature. In Chapter 4, a low-complexity timing acquisition method

based on processing the weights of the MMSE receiver was presented. The timing
acquisition algorithm was developed assuming a single-user system, where the desired

user must transmit an all ones training sequence. In this case, the MMSE receiver

adapts in the mean to a sum of two time-shifted versions of the spreading code of the
desired user. The complexity of the timing estimation algorithm was slightly higher
than that of the conventional correlator (by the complexity of running the adaptive

94
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filter). An important contribution of Chapter 4 is an overview of why synchronization

of the MMSE receiver is important. While this may seem trivial, enough literature

exists where the costs of operating the MMSE receiver asynchronous to the desired

user are ignored. This omission in the literature may lead researchers to the wrong

conclusion that synchronizing the MMSE receiver is unimportant.

The performance of the acquisition algorithm was characterized in Chapter 5.

For the LMS filter, when the system model of Section 2.2 was used, a set of iterative

equations was developed to describe the statistics of the LMS filter weights as a func¬
tion of time. This model was used as a basis for characterizing the timing estimator

using two different analytical techniques. Unfortunately, both techniques produced

results that are of limited use. This fact stems from several assumptions used in the

derivation of the analytical methods, as the statistical model for the transient LMS

filter weight statistics has been shown to provide reasonable performance between the

simulated and analytical results. Even though the timing estimation algorithm was

developed for a single-user system, it was shown to perform well in multi-user envi¬

ronments. When the RLS algorithm was used to adapt the weights of the receiver,
the timing acquisition algorithm was observed to be near-far resistant.

The performance of the timing estimation algorithm was studied in Chapter 7,
for two non-stationary environments resulting from either frequency-synchronization
errors or flat-fading channels. The modified MMSE receiver proposed by Barbosa and
Miller [13] can be used in these scenarios for purposes of timing acquisition. It was
shown that the performance of the timing estimator was dependent on the order of

the linear predictor used in the modified MMSE receiver (up to order 10). However,
the phase-compensation algorithm delays the build-up of energy in the weights of the
adaptive filter. This affects the performance of the timing estimation algorithm by
increasing the length of the training cycle required to achieve acquisition. A hybrid
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form of the modified MMSE receiver was shown to offset some of this performance

degradation.

Finally, in Chapter 8, a modification to the system model and timing estimation

algorithm was presented such that the required training sequence for the MMSE

receiver doesn’t have to be all ones. The modified timing estimator was compared
to the original timing estimator under a multi-user near-far environment. There

was no appreciable difference observed between the performance of the two timing
estimators. The advantage of the modified timing estimator is that more than one

system-user can be in the acquisition mode at the same time.

9.2 Contributions

The main contributions made in this dissertation are:

• Development of a low complexity single-user near-far resistant timing estimator
based on the well-known MMSE receiver.

• Clearly demonstrating why synchronizing the MMSE receiver is important.
• Studying the performance of the estimator in two non-stationary channels and

proposing a hybrid technique based on the modified MMSE receiver.

• Modifying the timing estimator such that more than one system-user can be in

the acquisition mode at the same time.

9.3 Future Work

There are several areas of future research related to timing acquisition and syn¬

chronization in DS-CDMA communication systems. In this dissertation, the weights
of an adaptive filter have been processed to form a coarse estimate of the propagation

delay of the desired user. In Chapter 4, it was shown that the MMSE receiver must

be synchronized with the desired user in order to maximize the system capacity. Af¬
ter the receiver adjusts its timing based on the timing estimate, a separate tracking
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mode must be used synchronize to the desired user’s signal and maintain this syn¬

chronization while the filter is used for data detection. While the timing estimation

algorithm provides coarse acquisition, its usefulness in a tracking mode is possibly
limited. Consider the weights of the adaptive filter when the receiver is in the data

detection mode. A change in the relative timing between the receiver and the desired

user will marginally affect (for small timing errors) the filter output error signal. This
means that the effect of the timing change won’t appear in the filter weights for many
bit intervals. When the time shift is detected by the timing estimation algorithm,
most likely the timing relationship between the receiver and the desired user has

already changed. To the best of the author’s knowledge the problem of tracking in
DS-CDMA communication systems hasn’t been sufficiently addressed.

Another area that is receiving attention in the literature is that of overlay commu¬

nication systems. In an overlay system, the DS-CDMA system shares bandwidth with
a narrow-band communication system. While the issue of code acquisition in over¬

lay scenarios has been studied [60-62] the emphasis of overlay research has been the

nature of how the narrow-band system affects the DS-CDMA system performance.
Recent work has studied the effect of the DS-CDMA system on the performance of the
narrow-band system [63]. It has been shown that the DS-CDMA system must place
nulls in its PSD where the narrow-band system exists in order for the narrow-band

system to coexist with the DS-CDMA system. The nulls in PSD of the DS-CDMA

system are created by filtering the spreading sequence used by each user. At this time,
it is unclear how this filtering operation will affect the problem of timing acquisition
and tracking.

A final area for future research deals with multi-path frequency-selective fading
channels. A recent work by Miller et al. [64] studies the performance of several
different MMSE receiver architectures in frequency selective fading channels. One

proposed architecture is to combine the outputs of a bank of filters (either the modified
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MMSE [13] or the MOE [29]), one for each received path of the desired user’s signal.
The performance of this architecture is compared to a single MMSE receiver in which

the steering vector is formed with a priori knowledge of the fading parameters and

delays of each path of the desired user’s signal. It is shown, that the single MMSE
receiver offers a significant improvement in BER performance over the multiple filter
architecture in a fast fading environment. Therefore without knowledge of the fading

parameters (for each path), a substantial decrease in the system capacity will occur.
This result motivates the need for near-far resistant parameter estimation algorithms
for fast fading multi-path channels.



APPENDIX A
PROBABILITY OF BIT ERROR USING THE GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION

In this appendix, we consider the probability of bit error for an MMSE receiver

operating asynchronous to all users. Since we are interested in detection, we now

assume that all users transmit random data sequences. The output of the MMSE

filter, shown in Figure A.l, will be modeled as a complex Gaussian random variable.

Using this model we derive an expression for the probability of bit error.
Now that the desired user is assumed to transmit a ±1 data sequence, we must

update our system model. The input to the receiver during the mth symbol interval

may now be expressed as

r(m) = <¡i(m) [(1 - í,)T^>(c,) + í,t£'+1,(c1)] exp(;#,) + f(m), (A.l)
where f (m) accounts for the inter-symbol interference (ISI) from the desired user, the

MAI interference and the complex AWGN as shown below.

f(m) = di(m - 1) f(l - +á,T<"-!’1-1)(c1)l exp(j*i)
K

+ '52\ly1 Jfc(m) exP t?0fc) + n„
(A.2)

k=2

lit)
Convert to
baseband
+ chip
matched
filter

r(m) MMSE
filter, w

H, \r (m)w
sgn[Re()]

d\{m)

e(m) dAm)

Figure A.l: The MMSE receiver for the Gaussian approximation.
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In the above equations, the T¿( ) and Tñ( ) operators are the acyclic left and right

shift operators of an iV-element vector and Jfc(ra) is defined as shown in equation (2.7).
The steering vector for the MMSE receiver is p = E[di(m)r(m)], while the auto¬

correlation matrix is R = E[r(m)r/i(m)]. Using the above equations, these quantities

can be expressed as shown in the following equations.

(1 - exp(i«,)] (A.3)
^' p

R = la^-i{PkJk)^2k-i(PkJk) + aL2k{Pk,Sk)a^k{pk,Sk)] + 2a2l
k=i ¿n

= ppí + E[f(m)fií(m)] (A-4)
= ppH + R

The filter output, y(m), at the optimal weights wopt = R xp is given by

y{m) = w"tr(m) = di(m)w"tp + wfptr(m). (A.5)

We model the term w^tr(m) as a complex Gaussian random variable with a mean

of zero and a variance of a2. We find the variance by evaluating

a2 = E[w*tr(m)rH(m)wopt]
= wJ,tE[f(m)i"(m)]wopt
= w^t [R “ PPH] w°Pt
= p^R^p (l - pHR_1p).

(A.6)

Recognizing that Jmin = 1 - pHR_1p, we find that

& — (1 'AniiO'Ar (A.7)

and

di(™)wfptp = di(m) (1 - Jmin). (A.8)
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The filter forms its decision by comparing Re[y(m)] to a threshold of zero. Since
we have modeled the output of the filter as a complex Gaussian random variable, we

see that Re[y(m)] is a Gaussian random variable with a mean of d\(m) (1 — Jmin) and
a variance of |(1 — Jmin)Jmm■ Assuming that d\(m) is equally likely to be ±1, the

probability of error is

Pr(error) = Q | ^n)\ y *^min

where

00

Q(x) = —j= f exp(-t2/2)dt (A.10)v27t J
X

and Q(x) is known as the the complementary error-function integral [43].

(A-9)



APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF TRANSIENT EQUATIONS FOR THE LMS FILTER

B.l Transient Weight Autocorrelation Matrix Using
the Gaussian Approximation

In this section, a recursive equation for the LMS filter transient weight autocorre¬
lation matrix will be derived. The fundamental assumption, described in Section 5.1,

will be used to make the derivation mathematically tractable. The input to the re¬

ceiver will be assumed to have a known mean, but the elements of the received vector

will be modeled as independent identically distributed Gaussian random variables.

We begin by taking the outer product of equation (5.1).

w(m + l)wT(m + 1) = w(m)wr(m) + nw(m)uT(m)d
— //w(m)w7 (m)u(rn)u7 (m) + ¿m(m)w7 (m)d

— /xu(m)ur(m)w(m)w:r(m) + ¿¿2u(ra)ur(ra)d2
(Term #1) — /¿2u(ra)wr(m)u(m)ur(ra)<i

— /ru(m)u7 (m)w(m)uT(m)d

(Term #2) + //2u(m)ur(m)w(m)wr(m)u(m)ur(m)

(B.l)

In general filtering applications, the statistics of u(ra) are dependent on the value

of m. However, we will assume that these statistics are not time-varying and there¬
fore drop the dependence on m on this quantity when evaluating the corresponding
expectations. Taking the expectation of the quantities in equation (B.l) is relatively
simple, except for the terms in lines four through six of the equation which require
careful algebraic manipulations. These special terms have been denoted as terms #1
and #2 in equation (B.l) and their corresponding expectations are defined below.
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Ignoring the scalars ¿u and d, the expectation of term #1 can be written as

N

(E[u(m)wr(m)u(m)ur(m)])^ wk E^u*^-]. (B.2)
fc=i

In order to evaluate E[u¿u^Uj] we use the fundamental assumption which asserts

that the inputs to the filter are independent Gaussian distributed random variables.

We define an N element vector z whose elements are independent zero-mean Gaussian

random variables each having a variance of a2, where a2 is the variance of the AWGN

at the input to the LMS filter. Using this definition we can express

E[ujUfcUj] = E[(z< + u¿)(zfc + ufc)(zj + Uj)]. (B.3)

After multiplying out all of the terms inside the above expectation, we see that there

are only four terms that contribute to the expectation as shown below.

E[ujU*Uj] = ufc E[zjZj] + u¿ E[zfcZj] + uj E[z¿zfc] + UjUfcUj (B.4)

Due to the assumed statistical independence of the elements of z, each of the expec¬

tation terms in the above equation is easily evaluated as

E[zmzn] = <720K(ra - n) (B.5)

Substituting equation (B.5) into equation (B.2) and considering all possible com¬

binations of i, k and j we see that term #1, neglecting the scalars n and d, of

equation (B.l) can be written in a convenient form shown below.

Note that due to the symmetry of the above equation we can also immediately state
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Next, we consider evaluating term #2, which ignoring any scalar terms can be

expressed as

N N

(E[u(m)uT(m)w(m)wr(m)u(m)ur(m)]) =^^ E[wfcwp] E[u¿ufcupUj]. (B.8)
p=1 fc=l

Note that we will use z as before to evaluate E[u¿UfcUpUj]. The result of this substi¬
tution and expansion of terms is listed below.

E[ujUfcUpUj] = E[ziZkzpZj\

+ E[ziZk]üjüp

+ E[z¿Zp]üjüfc

+ E[z,Zj]üjfcüp

+ E[zfcZp]ü¿üj

+ E[zjZjt]ü¿üp

+ E[zj-Zp]üjüfc

+ ÜjÜfcÜpÜj

(term #1)

(term #2)

(term #3)

(term #4)

(term #5) (B.9)

(term #6)

(term #7)

(term #8)

Due to the complexity of the above equation, each of the terms and its contribution

to equation (B.8) will be described in full detail.

We begin with the expansion of the first term in equation (B.9). In order to
evaluate this term we must use the Gaussian moment-factoring theorem [43].

E[zjZfcZpZj] = a46K(i - k) óK(j - p) {1 - SK(k - p)}

+ a4óK(i - p) SK(j - k) {1 - Sx(k - p)}
(B.10)

+ 0-4¿k(¿ ~ j) (k — p) {1 — — k)}

+ 3a46K(i - j) óK(i - k) SK(i - p)
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The contribution of the above equation to equation (B.8) can be expressed as shown

below.

N N

^ Y] E[wA-wP] E[zjZfczpZj] = (2cr4Rtt,u,(m) + a4 trace(Rttlu,(m))l). ^ (B.ll)
p=i fc=i

Based on the previous analysis, the contributions of terms #2 and #3 from equa¬

tion (B.9) to equation (B.8) are readily available.

N N

yy yy E[wA.wp] {E^z^üjüp + E^ZpJüjüfc} = (2cr2Ru,tt,(m)üüT). (B.12)
p=i fe=i

We next consider the contribution of term #4 to equation (B.8). Note that this term

only contributes to those elements along the diagonal, that is when i = j.
N N

yy yy E[wA.wp] EfzjZpJüjüfc = (a2uTKww(m)ui). . (B.13)
P=1 fc=l

Similarly, term #5 only contributes to those elements when k — p, which produces

the following equation.

N N

yy yy E[wfcwp] EfzfcZpJüjü.,- = (a2 trace (Rww(m))mT). . (B.14)
p=1 fc=i

Following the analysis above, the contributions from terms #6 through #8 are readily
listed below.

N N

yy yy E[w*wp] {EfzjZfcjüiüp + E[zjzpjüiüjt} = (2cr2üüTRww(m)). (B.15)
p=i Jt=i

N N

yy yy EfwjtWpJüjüfcüpüj = (üütru11í)(m)üür).. (B.16)
P=1 fe=l
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We can now combine all of the terms from the appropriate equations to get the

final iterative equation for the transient filter weight autocorrelation matrix.

Ruñara + 1) = Rww(m) + pw(m)uTd - pRww(m)Ruu

+ ¿iüwT(m)d - /uRuuRtt,w(m) + fiRuud2
— 2fio2 {wr(m)ül + üwr(m) + w(m)ür} d
— 2/i2üwT(m)üñTd + 2/j,2a2Rww(m)üñT (B.17)

+ 2^2a4Rww(m) + n2a4 trace(RU)U,(m))I

+ ^í2cr2üTRu,!i)(m)üI + fio2 trace(Ru,tt,(m))üür
+ 2/i2<T2üüTRU)„,(m) + /x2üürRtuu,(m)üü7

Now given equation (B.17), we can easily define the transient filter weight covariance
matrix using the following equation once we define w(0), R„,ty(0), ü and Ruu.

Cww(m) = Rww(m) - w(m)wr(m) (B.18)

B.2 Transient Weight Autocorrelation Matrix Using
the Known Statistics of the Receiver’s Input Vector

In the previous section, when we evaluated the terms E[u,u*.Uj] and E[u,UfcUpUj]
we assumed that the individual elements of u were independent. We have essentially

ignored the highly structured nature of the LMS filter’s received vector for our DS-

CDMA system model. However, by using this assumption the resulting analysis of the
transient equations for the filter weight vector is extremely simplified. In this section,
we will use the known statistics of r(m) in order to study the transient statistics of

w(m) in more detail. The complexity of the resulting equations will make it painfully
obvious why the independence assumption is routinely used for this problem.
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Recall that u(m) = r(m), where

r (m) = ai(px, ¿1) + v(m) + Nm (B. 19)

k=2
(B.20)

In order to simplify the following expressions, let ax and represent the xth component

of the vector ax(pi, ¿i). Also let the term vx represent the xth element of the v(m)
vector from the previous equation. Using this notation, and recalling that the data

bits for the interfering users are assumed to be independent and equally likely to be

±1, brute-force algebraic manipulations are used to find the desired quantities.

E[u¿u*;Uj] = a¿a*a¿ + o2a.jóK(i - k) + <r2a<fe(fc - j)
+ a2ak6K(i - j) + a¿ E[vfcVj]
+ ak EfvjVj] + aj E[v¿vfc]

(B.21)

We are really interested in substituting the previous equation in to equation (B.2).
In order to simplify the notation for this substitution as well as other following ex¬

pressions, let (a2fc_i)a; and (a2A;)x denote the xth component of a2k-i(Pk,h) and
a2k{Pk,Sk), respectively.

E[vsvt] = (P)4it

r=lr£ + lr0
(B.22)

(B.23)

where

k=2
(B.24)

(B.25)
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Using the vector-matrix notation from the previous section, the following equation

results.

E[u(m)wr(m)u(m)ur(m)] = E[u(m)u7 (m)w(m)ur(m)]
= cr2wr(m)a1 (pi, ¿i)I + a2ai(pi, ¿i)wr(m)

+ ai(Pi,^i)wr(m)ai(p1,¿i)af(pi,á1) (B.26)

+ <72w(m)a[(pi,ái) + wr(m)ai(pi,¿i)r

+ rw(m)af(p1,á1) + a1(p1,á1)wr(m)r

In order to evaluate E[u¿UjtUpUj], we will expand this expression as a sum of three
functions.

E[u¿UfcUpUj] = A(ui, uk, Up, uj) + B{uí, ukl up, u,-) + C(uit uk, up, Uj) (B.27)

Each of these functions will be expanded in the following equations.

We begin with expanding the j4(u¿, Ujt, up, u¿) term.

A(uj, ufc, Up, Uj) = a2a.pa.jSK(i - k) + apaj E[v¿vfc]

-I- a2akajóK(i - p) + akaó E[v¿vp]

+ a2aiajóK(k -p) + a,a_, E[vfcvp]

+ a¿a;.apaj

(B.28)

Substituting this term into equation (B.8), we find
N N

^^ E[w;.Wp]i4(u¿, uk, Up, Uj) = (2íT2Rti)U)(m)a1(p1,¿i)a[(p1,á1)).J
p=1 k-1

+ (o2 trace (Rwu;(m))ai(pi, ¿i)a[(pi,Si)). .

+ (2rRu,ttl(m)a1(pi, ¿i)a[ (pi, ¿i)) {j
+ (trace (Rtt)It;(m)r)ai(pi, ¿i)a[(px, á1))i .

+ (ai(px, ói)a[ (pi, á1)RU)U,(m)a1(p1, ¿i)af (pi, ¿i)) tJ

(B.29)
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Next, we consider the B(u¿, u*, up, Uj) term and its contribution to the transient

correlation matrix.

B{ui, uk, Up, Uj) = cr4SK(i - k) 6K(j - p) {1 - SK(k - p)}

+ a46K(i - p) óK{j -k){ 1 - SK(k - p)}

+ a4óK{i - j) óK(k -p){ 1 - 5k(* - *0}

+ 3a4dK(i - j) <5k(* - k) SK(i - p) (B.30)

+ <72afcap¿K(í - j) + E[vfcVp]óK(í - j)

+ a^AiApSKik - j) + <t2 E[v¿vp]áK(fc - j)
+ ^2aiajt¿K(p - j) + a2 E[vjVfc]áK(p - j)

Substitution of this equation into equation (B.8) leads to the following equation.
N N

^ ^2 E[wa.wp]B(u¿, Ufc, Up, Uj) = (2a4Rww(m) + o4 trace (R^m))!)
p=i fc=i

+ (<r2a[(pi,¿i)RWW (m)al(piJl)l).j
+ (2<r2ai(pi, 5i)af (pi, ¿íJRuwím))^
+ (cr2 trace (Ru,u,(m)r)l).
+ (2iT2rR11Jtl)(m)),j.

Finally, the last term is considered.

C(u¿, u*, Up, Uj) = a¿afc EfvpVj] + a2 E[vfcVj]$K(t - p)
+ afcap E[vjVj] + a2 E[viVj]5K(fc - p)
+ a;ap E[vfcVj] + a2 E[vpVj]<5K(i - k)
+ E[vjVfcVpVj]

(B.32)
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In order to evaluate the above expression, the following auxiliary equation is required.

k 02

E[vsVtVuVx] = ^2 [(a2fc-l)s(a2fc-l)i(a2fc-l)u(a2fc-l)i]
—9 1k=2

K Pi
(B.33)

^2 [(a2fc)s(a2fc)í(a2fc)u(a2fc)I]
k=2 Z 1

Substitution of equation (B.32) into equation (B.8) leads to the following equation.
N N

^^E[wfcwp]C'(u¿,ufc,up,uj) = (2cr2Rttni,(ra)r) _
p—1 k=1

+ (ai(pi, ¿i)af (pi, ¿i)RUJU,(m)r)
+ (cr2 trace (Hww (m))r)
+ (a[(p1,<5i)Ru,[U(m)ai(pi,¿i)r).J
+ x (r£R„(m)r£ + r0RU)it,(m)ro)jj

(B.34)
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We now combine all of the appropriate terms to get the final expression for the

transient filter weight autocorrelation matrix.

R.wwipi + 1) = + pw(m)aj (pi,6x)d- pRww(m)Ruu
+ pax(px, Sx)wT(m)d - pRuuRww{m) + p2Ruud2
— 2//2cr2w:r(m)ai(pi, <5i)Id — 2p2a2ax(px,6x)'wT(m)d
— 2p2ax (pi, ¿i)wr(m)ai (px, ¿1 )af (px,Sx)d
— 2p2cr2w(ra)af (px, 6x)d — 2p2wT (m)ax(px,
— 2p2rw(m)ai(pi, 6x)d — 2p2ax(px, óx)wT(m)Td
+ 2p2cr2Rlt,u;(m)ai(px, ¿i)af (px, ¿i)
+ p2a2 trace (RU)it,(m))ai(pi, Sx)ax (px, Sx)

+ 2p2rRum(m)ai(p1,ái)a[(pi,ái)
(B.35)

+ p2 trace (Rww(m)r)ax (px, óx)a[(px, Sx)
+ U2ai(Pi, (pi,ói)Rww(m)ax(px, óx)a[(px,óx)
+ 2p2a4Rww(m) + p2a4 trace (Run„(m))I
+ p2a2af (pi, Sx)Rww(m)ax(px, ¿i)I
+ 2pVa1(p1, óx)a[(px, óx)Rww(m)

+ p2o2 trace (Rí(,tü(m)r)I + 2p2cr2rRlt,u,(ra)
+ 2/i2(j2RU)jt;(m)r + p2ax (px, Sx)a[(px, óx)Rww(m)r
+ tfo1 trace (R„,„,(m))r + ¿f2ai(p!, á1)Ru,u;(m)af (plt ¿i)r

2 2

+ ^-r£Ru,u,(m)r£; + yr0ROT(m)r0



APPENDIX C
REVIEW OF QUADRATIC FORMS OF GAUSSIAN RANDOM VARIABLES

Let z be an n-element column vector, whose elements are jointly Gaussian random

variables with a mean of z and a symmetric positive definite covariance matrix of V.

Let A be an n-by-n symmetric matrix. Using these definitions, the quantity zrAz is

known as a quadratic form of Gaussian random variables. The following paragraphs

explain in detail how the characteristic function for a quadratic form of Gaussian

random variables can be derived.

We are interested in evaluating Pr(zTAz < y), where y is a given threshold. Using
the known joint probability density function of z this probability can be expressed as

Pv(zTAz<y)= J ■■■J (2)r)n/2|v|l/2 e*P (-;(* - - 1)) <fa (C-l)
where dz is used to denote dz\dz2 ... dzn and the n-dimensional integral is integrated
over the region D — {R" : Z7AZ < y}. We can simplify the above expression by

defining the change of variables m = z — z, in which case the previous expression

becomes

Pr(zrAz <y) =J-J ^-p_exp dm. (C.2)
where the integration region is now D = {Rn : (M - z)rA (M -z) < y}-

Note the covariance matrix V is positive definite and can therefore be expressed

using a Cholesky decomposition. This means that

V = LLr, (C.3)
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where L is a non-singular lower triangular matrix. The following expressions are

based on simple algebraic manipulations of the previous equation.

|V| = |L||Lrl = |L|2 (C.4)

V1 = (L-l)rL-1 (C.5)

Let x = L 1m. Using this change of variables the joint probability density function

of x is then

/x(x) = /m(hi)
IL-1! (C.6)

m=Lx

Using this change of variables, equation (C.2) can be expressed as

Pr(zTAz < „) = /"7(¡íj^¡L|H-.|“P (-5<xTLrHL_I)TL_1(Lx))
(C.7)

where the region of integration is

D = |r" : (L(X - L_1z))rAL(X - L-1z) < y}
= {i" : (X - L_1z)T(LrAL)(X - L-1z) < y} .

We can further simplify equation (C.7) by expressing

LtAL = PAPr

(C.8)

(C.9)

where P is a matrix of orthonormal eigenvalues and A is a diagonal matrix of the

corresponding eigenvalues. Using the above equation we can also state that

A = PrLrALP. (C.10)
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Now define a further change of variables, w = Px. Using this change of variables,

equation (C.7) can be expressed as

Pr(zrAz < y) = j ■ ■ ■ J * exp ^-l(Prw)TPTw j dw
D ' '

/"/¿^exp(4wTw)‘ÍWD '

(C.ll)

where the region of integration is

D = |]Rn : (P(W - PrL_1z))T(LTAL)P(W - P^L^z) < y}
= {ir : (W - PrL_1z)7 A(W - PtL~1z) < y} .

(C.12)

Using equations (C.ll) and (C.12) we see that in order to calculate Pr(zrAz < y),
we could concentrate on the distribution of

n

Y = YJK{Wi- hi)2 (C.13)
¿=i

where the Wi are independent Gaussian random variables of zero mean and unit

variance, is the ¿th eigenvalue of LrAL and 6, is the *th component of PrL_1z.
However instead of deriving the distribution of Y, we instead concentrate on its

moment generating function. Let the moment generating function of Y be defined as

H(s) = E[exp($y)]. Then we can express the moment generating function as

H(s) — E[exp(sy)] = E exp ( Xi(Wi - biY
¿=i

(C.14)

Due to the statistical independence of the !U¿, the above expression can be simplified
to

if(s) = nE[exp(sAi(W'j-i.i)2)]
1=1

(C.15)
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We now concentrate on evaluating each term in the previous equation. We start with

the following equation.
OO

E [exp (sA¿(W¿ — 6¿)2)] = í —j= exp(s\i(w — bi)2) exp(—w2/2) dw (C.J y2ir
16)

In order to simplify the above integrand, expand the terms in the exponent and use

the change of variables x = wy/1 — 2A¿s. After performing these operations, the

above equation becomes

E [exp (s\i(Wi - bi)2)] = exp(sA¿6t2)

IWneXP{- 2sXu x (C.17)11
: x ) exp(—x2/2) dx.vi - 2AiS

In order to simplify the above integrand, complete the square of the terms in the

exponent. The result of this operation is

o 1 / 9<?2A2h2 \
E [exp (*W - *.)’)] = -p (j^j) exp(SA,6>)

j7^eXP{J2— - hr + 2s\ibí
Vl ~ 2AjS

(C.18)
dx.

The integral in the above expression is recognized as the probability density function
of a Gaussian random variable. Therefore the integral evaluates to one and the above

expression can be written as

E [exp (sXm - W*)] = ^=4= exp (£g) exp(^)
1,

exp — -b\ exp
1 52
2 1 - 2A, s

(C.19)

Vl - 2AiS

Direct substitution of equation (C.19) into equation (C.15) produces the moment

generating function of Y.

2A,;S (C.20)
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As the name implies, the moment generating function of a random variable may

be used to evaluate the moments of the random variable as shown below.

mn = E[Yn] dnH{s)
dsn 5=0

(C.21)

Using the two previous equations, one can show that the first two moments of Y

are given by the following equations.

n

+ (C.22)
t=l

m2 =¿ Kb]¿ A¿(2 + b?)
1=1
n

i=1

n n

+yi +462)+xk
(C.23)

1=1 ¿=1 fc=l
k^i

These two moments can be used to find the variance of Y since Var(Y) = m2 — raf.
Next, we consider how a Chernoff bound can be used to find a limit on Pr(Y < a).

Note that the desired probability can be found by evaluating
a

Pr(Y <a)=J fY{y)dy (C.24)

where fY(y) is the probability density function of Y. Let U(x) be the unit-step
function defined as

1 if x > 0,

0 otherwise.

We can then express equation (C.24) as

a oo

Pr(K<a)= J fY(y)dy= [ U(a-y)fY(y)dy.
—OO — oo

(C.25)

(C.26)
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Next we can find an upper limit on the desired probability using the fact that
oo oo

J U(a — y)fY{y) dy < J exp{s{y - a))fY{y) dy real(s) < 0. (C.27)
— OO —OO

We recognize the right hand side of the above equation as an exponential times the

previously derived moment generating function. Therefore, the upper limit on the

desired probability is

Pr(y < a) < exp(—as)H(s) real(s) < 0. (C.28)

At this point, a couple of comments are in order. We initially stated that the

transformation matrix A was symmetric. However if the matrix is not symmetric, it

can easily be transformed into a symmetric matrix. Consider the general quadratic
form

X = zrAz. (C.29)

Note that the previous equation may also be expressed as

n n

X = y ] zkzj(A)k,j• (C.30)
k=1 j=1

If we consider the terms where k ^ j, the contribution to X for each of these terms

is then ZkZj[(A)kj + (A)^*.]. We can therefore transform A into a new symmetric

matrix B where B = [A + Ar]/2 and X = zrBz.
When we consider the general quadratic form X — zrAz, we see that if A is

positive definite then by definition X will always be greater than zero. There are

several necessary and sufficient conditions for a real symmetric matrix to be positive
definite. One of these conditions is that all of the eigenvalues of the matrix must be

positive. Without actually computing the eigenvalues of a matrix, we can test for the

possible existence of negative eigenvalues. It is known that the sum of the eigenvalues
equals the trace of the matrix, where the trace is the sum of all of the elements along
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the main diagonal. Therefore, if the trace of a real symmetric matrix is less than or

equal to zero, then the matrix is not positive definite. Only when the transformation

matrix A is not positive definite is it possible for the Pr(zTAz < 0) to be non-zero.



APPENDIX D
TYPOGRAPHICAL NOTES

This dissertation was typed and edited using GNU Emacs 19.34.1 with the

AUCTeX 9.81 and RefTeX 3.17 programs on a NeXTstation®1 Turbo workstation.

These programs greatly facilitate the creation of error-free DT^X 2e source code, and

are highly recommended by the author. The dissertation was typeset using DI^X 2e

version <1998/06/01>. The author extends his gratitude to those individuals who

have created these programs and have made them freely available to the masses.

The Graduate School at the University of Florida has several typesetting require¬

ments that are traditionally considered inappropriate by the general DT]eX 2e commu¬

nity. The specific requirements deal with line-spacing, underlining section headings

and general page layout. In order to meet these requirements, the author spent quite

a bit of time creating a DIkX2£ class file called ufthesis.CLS that modifies the

standard report class to meet the page layout guidelines and facilitates switching the

line-spacing as required. Kopka and Daly [65], Goosens et al. [66], as well as the

classes.dtx and ltsect.dtx files (part of the standard M^X2e distribution) were very

useful in creating the class file. In addition, the DTEX2e packages ulem.sty (version

1997/04/21) by Donald Arsenau and SETSPACE.STY (version 6.4 1998/11/26) by Ge¬

offrey Tobin and SECTSTY.STY (version vl.8.4 1998/12/11) by Rowland McDonnell

were used to format section headings and adjust line-spacing. These packages are

readily available from your nearest Comprehensive TfíX Archive Network (CTAN)
site [66].

1 NeXT is a registered trademark of NeXT Software Inc.
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The document class file is currently available via the World Wide Web at http: //

barney. ee. uf 1. edu/~rsmith/LaTeX2e or http: //www.math. uf1. edu/~nring, where
information regarding the package and its use are available. The package is distributed

with integrated documentation, where the description and the coding are merged into

a single source file called ufthesis.dtx. The DocStrip utility is used to separate the

ufthesis.CLS document class file, while the doc package is used to typeset the doc¬

umentation. This packaging aids in the maintenance and revision of UTeX2£ source

coding. In addition, by providing documentation, it is hoped that other RTeX2£

users will be able to use this document class file and modify it to suit their needs.

For the near future, the author can be reached via email at smith_ron@usa.net and,

time permitting, is willing to address questions regarding the use of this document

class. Please contact the author if you cannot find the document class package at the

above URLs, as the author may have moved this information to a more permanent

web-site.
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